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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA
A YEAR.
•
HOP KINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. K ENTUCKY. FRIDAY, MARCH 22, 1889. VOLUME XIX. NO. 39,
Our Thanks
To the people who made our opening such a
Grand, Glorious Success.
Our Apologies
to tt ose who in the rush and crush were unable to get waited on.
Our Invitation,
Cordial and hearty to all to come and see the grandest stock ever brought to
country.
BASSETT & Co.
this
Lltio Ann oi Now Smola \
the prettiost and finest ever brought to this
market. We would call
Special Attention
to our new line of suitings from $12 50 to $22 50
Made up in thR latest and most approved style.
Fits Cuaranteed.
This line of goods beats anything ever shown
in Western Kentucky. We have made special
arrangements with merchant tailoring houses
to furnish ns fine suits at
Ready-lik Clothing Prices.
We save you $10 00 per suit. Please call early
atid see our samples. We are receiving a fine
line of
Men's.
Boys',
Children's
Clotheing,
Fine Shoes, Hats and Furnishing- Goods
winter Goods about half price.
Pante :I- 3.00  Pants!
Made to order, fine fits. Please call and s
Pye, Dicke"' & Wall.
Leiptine.
The Bargain Store.
As we must reduce our stock in order to make room
for our spring goods we are offering Sweep Bargains to
the citizens of Hopkinsville and surrounding country.
With us everything goes, and the people answer back
“That's Right." We have a
Fall and Wintr Stock
Of goods at prices that are startling, and you will never
fail to find bargains in our elegant stock of
PROFESSIONAL (Amis.
•••
A. P.( AMPBELI
DENTIST,
Flopkit *Ville,
0111e. over IL hank.'
garelnelSells
J0144 FRI.Arth tJ0H FELAND, JR.
THE FELA ND
Attorneys at Law,
Practice In all the courts of the Comnton-
wealth, the Court of Appeals and the
United States Court.
°Mee over Pelee & Downer..
H. J. Stites,
Attorney-:-at-:-Law
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
8. w•LTOP4 FORST. G. M. BELL.
Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps, FORGY & BELL
Boots, Shoes, Cloaks, &C. Attorneys at Law
Loose no time in seeing us for me are on hand to give you
a good business talk. Our motto is, "Good Quality,
Honest Prices, Sell them Cheap and sell a Heap,
and keep Eternally at it." Work all day
and far into the night, keps us ahead
of all our compeNrs.
When in the city call and exan'tice goods and prices
whether you wish to purchase or not.
"member the place.
Ike Lipstne,
Corner Main and Ninth, Hopkinsville, Ky.
' •
re.;fk*t.;-•--
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
Or Office over Planters Bank.
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Jno.11.0reen a On 11,OUR LITTLE SON.earsFour y 4.1d, tifIlleted with painful skin
VI 101144%W. Mix 114sctorm tried to eft,* him; al i(awed. tee worse and worse,. 4'omplefely
cured by  • set of Cuticurii Remedies,
coating $1.7.%
Onr little son will be four year. of age 1111
the 'Sall last.. hiSlay, Iltrt, he was attacked
With a very painful It out of the skin.
We railed In a physt•itin, who treaten lilm
for about four weeks. The child received
little or no gtmal from the treat meat, its the
breaking out, 1•11111141...1.1111y the physicla II to Is'
hives in an aggravated form, 1,14.1./11111. 1111111•11'
lit blotches. alai more VOW 1110re distressing.
We Were freq m•titly obliged 14) get tip I ri th.•
night and rub him a it It soda In a titer, strong
II  uric, ete. Finally, we culled other phy-
until no less than six hail attempted
locum hum, till alike telling, 141141 1114. 011141
steadily get I Illg 11.111•141• /1114I wOr•11., 1111111 U1141Ut
the Ann hi hot July, when vv.] pegan to give
him 4 utieura Resolvent Internal') , and the
ut acorn and enticura soap es tyranny, and
by the laid of August tie was lu nearly well
that Wll gave him oniy one doer of Re-
solvent about every second day for alsnit ten
day?. lonin•r, 111111 he has never been troubled
1111141.• with the horrible malady. In all cc
tined less than one half of a bottle of 'ilt leura
Resolvent, a little less than one Ism of 1,
curia, 011(1 only one cake of I utit•tirit Skimp
II. E. RYA N. Cayuga, LivIngst tttttt Co , Ill
subscribed and .worti to Isvfore ow *hi,.
fourth dap of January, I557 5 N ti 1E, .1 P.
201i and 20$ Main
Dealers in
IMPLEMENTS
SEEDS,
FERTILIZERS,
WAGONS
BUGGIE,
IMPLEMENTS
The NEW DEERE Corn Plantel
and Check Rower, Coru tits
NEW DEERE Disc Harrow,Thomp-
son Wheelbarrew Seeders, Cahoon
Seeders, IRON 1WKE HARROW,
NEV STYLE, Walking and Riding
Cultivatore„ Traction and I'laine En-
gines, Horse Powers anti Separators,
McCormick Binders and Mowers,
Thomas Hay Rakes.
PLOWS.
We _veil t•speeial (our
stock of Plows. Two ear holds Just
received, eeneisting of Oliver Chilled,
Illount's 'True Blue," Jim. Deere:,
Avery, and other brands, steel and
chilled. The beet line of Plows ever
offered to the farmers of (7hristlan
and adjoining counties, and which
we guarantee "THE BEST MADE."
SEEDS.
We handle nothing but the beet.
('lover, Orchard Grass, Timothy, Red
Top, Blue Grass, Rye, Stock Peas,
and Northern Seed Oats, Ow.
Fertilizers
The HORSE SHOE BRAND," a
bone Fertilizer, made at Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, Ills., for Corn, To-
bacco and wheat. We have handled
these goods for six years, and in 1888
our sales reached near 400 tons. We
keep a large stock on hand.
Barbed Wire.
We are manufacturer's agents for
the Superior Steel Wire and have a
large stock on hand. Wire stretchers
att.& staples.
HARNESS.
Wagon, Plow and Buggy Harness,
Bridles, Saddles, Hatnee, Trace
Chains, Collars, tte. Keep a full
stock, all at lowest prices.
a.
WAGONS.
The STUDEBAK ER anti TEN-
NESSEE NVAOONS, 1, 2, and 4
horse, east skein, steel skein and her
low axle, all warranted the beet medi-
an(' lightemt draft. Call and examine
our sleek. 1•111i please yubtl lot h
in goods and price.
Respectf u ly,
Jno. R. Green & Co.
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St IMF CLOUS HUllORs.
Last Spring I was very mirk, being covered
a Rh 41 • 1411111 4( scrofula The (Melon.
eou Ill WA help Illt• I Walt 414IV1.011 to try the
cutienra did so, and in a day I
grew better and better, tottil I UM atm Well it.
es et'. I thank you for It very touch, and
would Ilke to have II told to the public.
EDW. ID Wu A N, North Attleismo, Muss.
1 UT11.1 A. the great akltu eure, and t
ertf prt•pared from It,, %Wrenn% , end
rut villA BP:1441.1.1. r.?.1.he IIPW bleed pure
net, latesatat;, ate ayowl' I v a• lure for ever)
it orskin and blood disease from pimplce
to serli fu
Sold every a here. Price, canyon.,
Soap, ; Resolvent. *I. Prepared by the
Potter I trim and 1.11,..11111.111 1.0., Roston. %fans
Ifir'iseinl for "Ilow toCure Skin I Ilscasus,"
64 pages. :Al Illustrathms, tuital it., teat I lat..
-
B BY'' :4.1.1.",:tiiii,d,it''. 1,1),..r,r,`7„rxe.4,!',..-!
Free! Free Prom Pain!
In one ftiltirte the Cut kora An-
ti
-Palo Plaster relieves itheu-
Matt.. Seial ie, ,140.1.1en. Sharp, 0101
Net 1/11S Pains, Strains and Weakness The
find and only pain killing Plaster. 2.1ctit.
unprecedented Attraction!
u% ER A MILLION DISTRIBUT*Th
Ullman Slate lottery Comy.
1 ike..rporikted by the I slztslat ure In 1,101, for
Edueat Iona! and Charitable purposes, sod It.
frukkehise - made a part of the present State
Cothstitati • In hint, by 1411 ovens 'whiting
popular v
Its M A M DRAW' 'NOS take place
steinl-.%1111 un II) June t. nut Is...ember ) and
Its GRAND SiNtILE NUNIIIER
I NOS take place In each of theother ten
months of the year, end nre andrawn In
public, at the Aetidemy of Musie,New or-
!vane, 'lac
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawinge, and
Prompt- Payment of Prizes,
.st tested as follows:
N'i• do hen 14v refit() that vie stits•rv !genie
arrangements for till the tie mtlil) and Seto
A motel Draw ..1 n1,1..011.1000 State Oct.
anti III ts•rson manage 11;14!
euret the feasting. theneeoe., niet that
1111. 1,111111. are emehietell a Illi Itotie•I), her-
irdi .1,1 filth, tom urd nil part and
we authorise the Company to use this certifi-
cate, allit fise-slnilles of our signatures at-
tached lit Its aids ertisenti•lita."
I! ttttt in issiotiers.
We the undersigned Ranks and Rankers
will pay all Prizes drawn lit The Louisiana
whieti may be presented at
It. N. WAI.N1.41.RY, Pre,... Louisiana Nat. ilk.
l'Ir.RIIE LANAI' x. Pres. Stine Nat'l Ilk.
A. 11,11.1,WIN, Prea. New Orleans Nat'l Ilk.
CA
 at. KotiN, rre... untie, Nations' Haile.
Grand Monthly Drawing,
At the Academy of Music, NVW orleans,
Tie -,u, .• April !G. 1,41*.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
Romeo Tickets at Twenty Dollars cat•h.
Hui% es ;la: 4tiarlers LI; Tenths 1{2;
Ti% eat Jetta, $1
OT PRIZE*.
I l'ItIZE I*1010,060 IsPaa,tion
I " of Payina Is.  IS11,1110
1 " of 50,UUU Is  :ammo
I " of 21,1511) is  11..-440.4
2 PRIZES of loon sre 
" of roes are tt • 2a,oue
2-. of 1,001 are.
1151 " of an are 
2ue " of Mla are  611,1101
.1111/ " of 'PO are 140,014
A PPRoX m.vifitiN totiziese
Ito of lint are ...
hut •• VII tare ...
ISO " of '.3111are .
Ti.:RMINAl. eel" as.
Slaff l'rires of**1441 are ... ........
eta of lott are 
3,1114 Prizes I,ttucuIutiI,g to
Niro- e..-TIckets drawing Capital
not entitled t,c terminal Prizes.
gar- FON CLUB It ATr.g. or any further In-
fonsiation desired. write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your reshlettee, with
State. ..... y, Street and Number. More
rapid return mall deliver) will be assured ter
your enclosing an En s elope bearing pair full
address.
Send Postal Not..., Express Money Orden.
of New York Exchange Itt ordinary letter.
Currency by Express int our expense, ad-
dressed M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, IA.,
4.r M. A. D % PH I N
Washington, D. C,
. $.111
. II(ill
111111
$90,0111'
119.4111,
$1,1114,1111111
Prizes are
At-dolga% REGISTERED LETTER% TO
NEW ORLE.‘NS N.%TloN.1.1. BANK,
N..w OrenIlas. Ai.
"REM ENIIIII. that the payment of Prizes
14 til• %It.%NTEED IIY Follt N.%114 IN A I.
ItA N KS of New Orleans, and theTickets are
Mimed icy the President of an Institution,
whose chartered rights are recognized In the
Ccitirts; theref..re, bea nre..1 all 11111(11-
th/11.0r 1/1111W1111/1111 schemes."
11N E It is the prier of the snuffle-at
part or fraction as TIeliel ISSI'f:11 lii I'M
111 /111% 11114W lug. Anything in our name of-
(erred tor less than 11 Dollar 1st' swindle.
Combines the juice of the Blue !Pigs of
California, so laxative and nutritious,
with the medicinal virtues of plants
known to be most beneficial to the
human system, forming the ONLY PER-
FECT REMEDY to act gently yet
promptly on the
KIDNEYS, LIVER AND BOWELS
....AND To-
Cleanse the System Effectually,
•-• THAT -
PURE BLOOD.
REFRESHING SLEEP,
HEALTH and STRENGTH
Naturally follow. Every one is using it
and all are delighted with it. Ask your
druggist for SYRUP OF FIGS. Manu-
factured only by the
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.,
SAN FILliaLlic0, CAL.
LoCtsvitts, K., New You, N.Y..
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GRAND OPENINGS.-
The "Old Reliable" Throws Open RS
Doors to an Immense Crowd.
Bassett & co.Literany overrun by Via-
iiiirs—lkith Houses Beautifully
Decorated—Elegant ouven-
in; Given .% tray.
Saturday was a great day in the
iistory of Hopkinsville from a com-
mereial point of view. Every branch
of business has fiourimhed ani! new
energy awl life has been added to ev-
ery trade and oecupation. The grand
spring opening of two of the largest
and most successful 'business houses
in the city, No extensively advertised
during the past two weeks, brought
In a large number of the best and
most substantial citizens of the coun-
ty who have crowded the stores and
proved liberal patrons and apprecia-
tive custonters.
The "Old Reliable" has blossomed
out Into a new business with the ad-
vent of the spring anti tl t. opening of
their mammoth stock of shoes and
elidil hug t hi Is morning was an event
which will Ind MOOD be forgotten by
those a ho emoted the threshold of
their doorm and white...tett the beauti-
ful and tasty decorations of flowers
and evergreen% woven into words of
welcome and of exquisite design.
The windows fronting the street were
artistically dressed with choke MOH-
Plea of merchandise and wore the
most inviting look. Useful souvenirs
of the event were distributed
by impartial hand* to all of
the patron's and in the center
of the room two fair little girls were
kept busy distributing bouquets and
flowers to the people who crowded
around them. Expressions of admi-
ration and approval were heard on
all skies and the decorations espe-
cially elicited many words of praise
from the ladies who appreciated to
the fullest extent their beauty. The
sucrose of the grand opening of the
Old Reliable may be attributed in a
great measure to Mrs. Annie Hol-
land, who supervised and directed
the decorations.
The spring opening of the enterpris-
ing young firm of Bassett & Co. was
no less gorgeous and grand. Several
times during the (lay it became nec-
essary for Mr. Bassett to close the
front doors of his house for a short
time in order to prevent too great a
rumh. The articles given to his pat-
rons by Mr. Bassett were both useful
and ornamental. The interior of his
house was handsomely adorned and
presented a beautiful appearanee.
A sMAla, FIRE
TIAll Frame Buildingmon NIntli Street
Burned Last Night.
About 3 o'cloek Sunday night tire
was discovered in the frame building
on Ninth street adjoining Mrs. Rodg-
ers' millinery. establiehment and oc-
(ended by Mark iardener as a broom
factory. The alarm was quickly giv-
en but the building was constructed
of very light and combustible mate-
rial and before the arrival of the en-
gine the flames had made such head-
way that the bowie could not be
saved. The millinery store ignited
from the intones. heat and the side
connecting with the burning house
was quickly consumed, leaving the
Interior of the building entirely ex-
posed. The goods however had been
removed to a place of aafe'y. The tire
company got in its work in time to
prevent the flumes spreading to Mrs.
Rogers' residence.
The frame house in which the fire
originated was entirely destroyed to-
gether with the machinery for the
manufacture of broom's. The property
belonged to Mr. John Moayon and
was 'moires' for $400, which will
cover the loss. Mark Gardenor, col.,
proprietor of the broom factory, had
the 'same insured for $4.50, which is
about the extent of his loss. Mrs.
Rogers' loses about $400. ULtill after
the lire she mupposed that her stock
was insured, but it appears that the
company had rejected her applica-
tion.
BURGLARS AT CERt-11.1.:AN
They Blow Open Jake Armstrong's
Safe and Secure $150.
Saturda)'s
Burglars entered the storehouse of
Poole Bros., at Cerulean Springs,
Thursday night, and blew open a safe
belonging to Mr. Jake Armstrong.
The burglars went about the work in
a businese like manner by drilling a
hole in the door just under the lock,
into which enough powder was
forced to blow open the door. About
WO were set-tired. They got away
with their booty.
ANOTHER KNOCK OUT.
Tile Again Defeat the b. & N.
in Warren  y The Majority
Will Reach 1,000.
HoWl.isti GREEN, March 10, 1:30
I' . ni.—The railroad fight which has
been waged in this county between
the people and the L. a: N.,and which
resulted in the first blood for the peo-
ple two weeks ago, is about ended,
the result being a clean knock out to
our credit. The vote to-day was on
a preposition to grant $150,000 to the
Bowling Green Northern, and the
indications are for a majority of
1,0o0 iu favor of the subsidy. At this
this hour we have a majority of 90U
in the city.
Bowiallo (ittes:N, March 10, 2:30 p.
in.—The majority is still crawling
up. At this hour it has reached 1,000
in the city.
sheet Poem*.
Nlany of the papers are devoting
.411*1.4. t11 hits' publication of the shortest
poems in existence, one of which is
the following front the Nashville
A merican :
truste,l,
I tended.
The Courier-Journal thinks it ham a
shorter and gives one from a young
man of that city :
'0, luntIrl,
No inn.
But for brevity, the :Cm ERA pub-
lishes one uttered by a young Man of
this city when the old man dropped
into the parlor at 1.2:30 a. in., and told
him to "git:"
Fly!
Arrival of the stallion Itetert.
Mr. Green, who has for several
years past been connected with motne
of the finest driving 'stables in this
county, arrived -here last night from
Cy-lithium', having in charge the
thorough-bred stallion Gordon,
noWil as !boort, t he property of Mrs.
Noe Dills, whiell will make the pree-
ent season at the Driving Park near
this city. Mr. Green has been con-
vected with the stables of W. H.
Wilson, at AblIallatit l'ark, Cynthi-
title, as a driver, the 11551 year, and
comes highly recommended.
What you need is a medicine which
is pure, efficient, reliable. Such Is
Hood'e Sarsaparilla. It possesses pe-
culiar curative powers.
DID YOt- GET °'E?
Pri/A*14 Illnd Numbers tire% frig same
In the Latham Imaribution.
As per, announcement the grand
gift distribution of C. M. Latham (a.-
stirred Fri (lay afternoon in the
rear of his establishment in the pres-
ence of those he had chosen to con-
duet it and a large number of persons
drawn to the /svelte through curiomi-
ty. The drawing was under the
supervision of Mn. H. C. Gant and
representatives of the Kentuckian
and New ERA. The stubs upon
which the numbers in red letters
corresponding with the tickets issued
to the customers were placed in a
large square box securely fastened
and with no opening save a hole at
the top throui,o which the arm might
be thrust to draw out the numbers.
The box with the contents was thor-
oughly shaken and then Miss Lizzie,
(laughter of Mr. Nat Gaither, was
told to draw out the stubs one by
oneatutil the number, taken out
ended the prizes offered. The first
number taken from the It drew the
first, prize on the list and the second
number the second prize, etc. 'The
numbers opposite the articles in the
accompanying list indicate the lucky
tickets:
. Rosewood upright plano.wurnitati 41.
2,102f1  Ilk-flitIsli hetirletta dress.
lit!: •
7,3116
5,1115 
4615 
.
3,6M7
.
7tt
Elegant Smyrna rug.
Life-size doll, dresse.l,
tiold-lieuded silk umbrella.
....Pair gent's fine shots.
Pair ladies' fine 1•1101.01.
Gent's trav cling bag.
Fine embrohlen•d lambrequin.
line table cover.
1110X, hUlle'N fine hose.
2,70t ............. ..1, doz. gent 'PI fine home.
doz. tine napkins.
 ',dos fine towels.
3,405  doz. tine tow..1s.
flaw fy doz. gent's handkerchiefs.
I 441 1, doz. ladles' etnbroldered li'dkere'fs.
7,497 . . Fine silk 'fluffier.
 
 Pair tine kid gloves.
. Pair eolored kid gloves.
Jap work-box.
Fancy chair tidy.
tent's tie
Fancy bath-towel.
Fancy fruit hasket.
Rolt dontest Id'.
....... Mandillies quilt.
Pair gent's gloves.
2. ISJ .... Pair gent's tine suspenders.
6,4515 
......
.....
1.3114 . .......
2,6ss 
4.-.41111
The constantly increasing popu-
larity of Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup is a
guarantee of its usefulness for chil-
dren suffering from diarriees or dys-
entery.
Affections of the 'stomach and bow-
els, are exceedingly troublesome and
dangerous. A few doses of Lassiter
will in most cast's give prompt relief
and effeet a cure. All druggists rec-
ommend it. 2.. oents.
SKULL Ellt
A Itun-a-way Home Badly Injures a
li40:4" at Guthrie.
Sat Deity:
A very meriotte accident occurred at
Guthrie Wednesday afternoon. Ver-
non Leak, a I4-year-old leiy, was
driving out from Ills father's stable
when the horse became frightened
and began to kick furiously and run.
In turning a corner the boy was
thrown from the buggy and 'deiced
up unconecioue. injuries inflict-
ed were very considerable—a gash
several incites long on the head with
a piece of the skull hone chipped off,
the face and side of the head badly
bruised, and shoulder and side badly
bruised. The boy is still living, but
in a very critical condition. The
horse ran to the next corner and broke
loose front the shattered buggy and
ran half a mile to the bindle-se part of
town. The horse was injured to some
extent.
The Universal Verdict of the People
Who have used Clarke'.4 Extract of
Flax Papillon Skin Cure award it
the first and highest place as a reme-
dial agent in all casee of Skin Diseases.
Erysipelas,F:czetna,l'implee, unsight-
ly blotehee, humiliating eruptions,
Boils, Carbuncles, Tettrr, etc., all
yield to this wonderful preparation at
once. Price $1.110 for a large bottle at
H. B. Garner's drug store.
Clarke's flax Soap is good for the
Skin. 'fry it. l'riee 2:) cents.
RUSIoles BIKE
As to Changes to he Made in the Matt-
agenient of the As)! .
Rumors of a change in some of the
departments at the asylum have been
rife for some days. One is that Dr.
Rodman will resign the euperintend-
ency at the expiration of his term,
April 20th, and that the appointment
will go to Dr. IL W. Stone, one of the
physicians in charge. Another is
that Mr. Joe Buckner will receive the
appointment as steward at the expi-
ration of the term of Mr. Frank Wal-
ler, the present incumbent. A repor-
ter sent out was unable to thel Dr.
13odmatt to verify the rumor as re-
gards his resignation. As to the stew-
ardship there is a eontest for the place
between Mr. Buckner and the incum-
bent.
WARN ER's Log Cabin Remedies—
old-fashioned, !simple compounde,
used in the (lays of our hardy fore-
fathers, are "old timers" but "old re-
liable." They compromise a
WA RNF.R'S SARSAPA-
RiEi.A,
"Hope and Mediu Remedy," "Cough
and Consumption Remedy," "Hair
Tonic." "Extract," for External and
Internal l'se, "Hastens," "Rom.
Cream," for Catarrh, and "Liver
Pills." They art- put up by H. II.
Werner tt Co , proprietors of War-
ner'is Safe Remedies, and promise to
equal the standard value of those
great preparutions. All druggists
keep them.
IN A CISTERN.
The nod'c of it Dead Baby round by
W. 1'. Vaughan.
Sunday about 1141011 Mr. NV. T.
Vaughan, living at the Sehree plitee
ou Campbell street, discovered in an
old and empty cistern upon the
Kent kepi the body of an infant which
had apparently- been placed there on
previous night. Mr. Vaughan at
onee notified the coroner. who MIMI-
'none(' a jury and held an iuiquest
over the remains. The verdict of the
Jury was based upon the opinion of
the coroner, that the child was of
premature birth. 'The remains a ere
turned over to parties authorized to
dispose of them and v ere buried
upon the premises.
.'t ti ug tole Ni•ille a fright.
'Her f p y atu,I red.
kTikon I w •re good. and her
Icicle eyes were bright,
"What a plain girl Is Nellie"! they said.
But Iota',gr,,,,.ilas b mIcy agic, plaln lois
As lalr as On artist's hright
II In face Is as MV1ert Il• 11 (10 stir itew-hlowu,
Her,-heeks are like 1/1.111111,11 a MI cream.
Au walks out In the fair morning
Ii glut
Iler beau() aline ts cvcl'Y eye,
.tlid 11;40h:.tr the people P1111 1.14111.11 her 11
1
,
"WIO• Ni•ille I. Italebsdoe'•; they yr).
And the reaeon Or the change is
that Nellie took Pieree'pt Golden
Medical Diseovery, whieli regulated
her liver, cleared ber complexion,
made her blood pure, her breath
sweet, her face fair and rosy, and re-
moved the defects that had obscured
her beauty. Sold by druggists.
• 
.46414.•-_
1)ennis 1)orsey and I). A. James
quarrelled about a woman at Birm-
ingham, Ala., yesterday, and the
former was shot and killed.
THE LIQFOR TRAFFIC.
Slate and City Laws Which Regulate
the Sale of Liquors.
The council Will Strictly Enforce
Them. and See That Violators
are Punished.
Now that. we are to have open 'sa-
loons again in Hopkinsville it is per-
tinent to refer to the hews governing
such houeem and the eonditione under
which the proprietors may conduct
their business. These laws, if rigid-
ly enforced, and our councilmen as-
sure us that they will be, will be
sufficient to remove many objections
to licensing the traffic. '1'he license
taken out bind them to a compliance
with the laws of the state and city.
It reads as follows:
1. That the said shall neith-
er sell, loan, give or exchange to or
with any person or persons any apir-
ituous, vinous or malt liquors in any
quantity whatever on Sunday, or in
opposition to the laws of this state or
the ordinance. of maid city, and close
said house and not sell, loan or give
any spirituoue,vitious or malt liquors
on any electien day, when ordered by
the board of cotineilmen to elem.
the house.
2. Nor keep said herese opposite or
near any church or Molise of worship
in said city. And if the deferred
quarterly payments for this license
are not made as they mature, and for
which a bond has been executed, the
authority and power to sell under
thie I iceuse shall cease.
The following ordinagsce passed by
the city council further regulates the
traffic:
Any tavern keeper, ale or beer ea-
loon keeper, or coffee-house keeper,
having a license to sell spirituous,
vinous or malt liquors by the small
or otherwise, who shall violate the
conditions upon which such license
has been or may be granted, or who
shall sell, loan, give or exchange on
Sunday to or with any person or per-
sons any spirituous, vinous or malt
liquors, in any quantity, eitall, upon
conviction thereof, be fined not lees
than fifty donuts nor more than one
hundred dollars, and his or their li-
cense shall be thereby forfeited and
rendered null and void.
'The council has itower to revoke the
license ofianylsaloonist who violates
the regulating laws as may be seen
from this provision of the city char-
ter:
"l'o revoke or suspend, either in-
definitely or for a limited period of
thine, any license which said board
may grant to a tavern-keeper, coffee-
house keeper, or saloon-keeper when-
ever said board shall be satisfiett that
such tavern-keeper, cottee-houee
keeper, or saloon-keeper has permit-
ted any unlawful gaming in his or
their house, or has permitted any dis-
orderly ',orj indecent conduet, or acts
to be praetieed or earrieti on, or has
,sold or given to any Infant or minor
intoxicating drinks therein in which
such business is earrled on and con-
ducted, or has permitted any person
or persons to tipple or drink to intox-
leation therein, or has violated any
of the ordinaucce of the city, or laws
of the Commonwealth of kentucky,
regulating or relating to such limit-
nese, or any of the provisions or con-
ditions contained in such license:
Provided, That no license shall be
so suspended or revoked until the
said tavern-keeper, coffee-house keep-
er, or saloon-keeper shall have had at
least five days' previous notice in
wrlting of the intention of said board
to revoke or suspend such license, and
has been permitted to show cause, it
any he can, before said board, why
his, her, or their license should not be
revoked or suspened; and if any per-
son or persons, whose license shall
have thus been revoked or muspended
by said board, shall afterwards sell
by retail any spirituous or vinous li-
quors, or the mixture of either, he
shall be deemed guilty of keeping a
tippling house: And provided furth-
er, That in any proceeding to revoke
or suspend any such license, a con-
viction by the judgment of any court
having jurisdiction of any of the acts
or offenses mentioned above, shall be
taken as conclusive evidence that the
party against whom the proceedings
are had is guilty of the commission of
such act or offense."
In addition to all these laws the
state deals with the saloonist in a
manner not to be misunderstood, as
the following from the general stat-
utes, Brad e.,. d: (Inheres edition, will
shown;A person who ellen sell, lend or
give, Lproctire or furnish vinous,
spirituous, or malt liquor, or any
mixture of either, to a person under
21 yearsof age. other than his own
children, without the special written
direction et> to do, specifying the per-
son by name and the quantity, from
the father or guardian of such infant,
shall be lined V10. Provided, That
any one otelling, lending or giving
spirituous, vinous Or 11.111ill liquors, Of
any mixture of either, to a person
over 18 years of age, shall not be
subjected to the tines and penalties
prescribed by this section, if at the
time he hiss reasonable grounds for
believing, and in good faith does be-
lieve, such to be 21 years age.:
That it shall not be lawful for any
pereon having a license to sell spirit-
uous, vinous, or malt liquors Ity the
driuk, or otherwise, to eel', give, or
loan any of 'such liquors, or the mix-
ture of either, knowingly, to any per-
son who is an inebriate, or in the
habit of Is-coming in or
drunk by the use of any env!' liquors,
or the mixture of either, in his bar-
room, saloon, or in or upon any ten-
ement or premises in his possession
or under his centred. Any one so
offending shall be subject to a fine of
$50 for each offense, to be recovered
by indictment of a grand jury in any
court of competent juriedietion, or by
warrant before the county judge or a
justice of the peace of the county in
%%hick the offense wari committed:
and the person so found guilty shall
also be deemed as having forfeited
Iris Beefier, and the court before
which the trial le had shall :.11, ad-
judge.
That, in addition to the fine afore-
said, the person who shall violate
any III the provisions of the 'second
section of this act shall, together
with his suritiem on his bond, be lia-
ble to it civil action for damages by
the wife, (tr the father, or the mother,
or the chilli or sod, inebriate or per-
soOt SO ill the habit of beeonting in-
toxicated or drunk, in W Weil puni-
tive damages may be assessed: Pro-
vided, hewever, that the person at.
selling shall not be liable in civil
tuaion to the wife, father, or other
relation, unless written wake for-
bidding suet' sale has beeu given the
person so %ening prior to the offense
complained of: Provided further
That such action shall be brought
a 'thin oneyear from the the tittle
the ks.telger. of action bas accrued, andl
Losr.—"I don't know where, Lean't
tell when, I don't see how—something
of great value to me, and for the re-
turn of which I shall be truly thank-
ful, viz.: a good appetite."
Fol•NI .—"Healtli and strength,
pure blood, an appetite like that of a
wolf, regular digestion, all by taking
that popular and peculiar niedieine,
Hotel's Sarsaparilla. I want every-
body to try it tide season." It le 'told
by all druggiets. Ont. hundred dotes
one tiollar.
• •••••••• •
Sant tiel Gordon and 11eorge Kelly,
rival lovers, fought with knives at
I mlustty, O. Kelly etabbed Gordon
III the side and he may die.
SEM MM..% Or the University
of Paris, iti an article published in
the Gazette Nietheale de Paris, mays:
"Dryness of the Ain, imperfeet di-
gestien and transformation of al-
litiminoid food are preeent at the.be-
gi .... ing of chronic BrigliCe Disease."
Wankel( Safe Cure re -es diges-
tive disorders. Why? Becamse it
enables the kidneys to perform their
funetions itt m healthy manner. vs hen
both cause and resulting symptoms
disappear.
-s-,eirrecars-testasteesereirrettasosp- 1191-Atitt -'14"
The Lost Atlantis.
For many centuries there has been
a tradition of a long lost Island called
Atlantis.
Greek geographers( located it
in the Atlantic ocean, west of the
northwest part of Africa and the Pil-
lars of Hercules. The era-kings of
Atlantis are said to have invaded
Europe and Africa, and to have been
defeated by the Athehiene.
All the legends agree that it was a
vast i eland, of inexhaustible resources
and inhabited by a race of superior
people. For ages this island has ex-
isted only in legendary lore. But
now, when the light of modern re-
search is turned full upon the inves-
tigation, behold the lost Atlantis at
our very doors.
14o the Bigoted medieal fraternity
goes groping about in the dark, seek-
ing for an. Atlantis or Esculapiue,
when if they would investigate, they
would behold the lost Atlantis at
their very door. With their ancient
text book, a ease of physic, a paper
In their waistiamt giving them li-
cense to practice, experimnot and
doer with their injurious drugs, Cau-
terize and perform unneeeseary acts,
with no pereen 4tr laws bt hold them
accountable, they continue their big-
oted, unjustified practice, staring in-
to vacancy, and imagining that they
see in themselves an Easeulapius.
Wrapped in ancient bigotry, they
are crying out against all improve- -
merits that have been made in medi-
cal 'science. They denounce any
new idea advanced by a layman or
an opposition ode* as a fraud.
Why?
Because humanity- will not be bene-
fitted ? Not at all, but because their
special ism did not make the discov-
ery.
Yet they concede that there is no
remedy known to their materia med-
ic& that will cure an advanced kid-
ney malady and the diseases arising
therefrom—although many of them
know from crowning proof that War-
ner's Safe Cure will—but unscrupu-
lously treat symptoms and call them
a disease, when in .reality they know
they are but symptoms.
A few of the more honest physi-
cians admit that Warner's Safe Cure
is a valuable remedy, and a great
blessing to mankind, but say, in so
many words, when asked why they
do not prescribe it, that they cannot,
according to their 'code.
Nevertheless, the world is fast be-
coming satisfied that the cure for
kidney and liver diseases, in whatev-
er form or condillou, has been die-
covered, and there is no doubt but
a hat Warner's Safe Curt. and its fame
will live long &nee such bigotry as
we have instanced Indeed and burn,.
The late eminent phyelcian anti
writer, Dr. J. G. Holland, published
in "Scribner's. Nion,thly," anti showed
hIs opluiod of euch bigotry, and no
doubt was satisfied that Atlantis
might possibly be discovered in a
proprietary medicine, when lie wrote
editorily, as follows:
"Nevertheless it is a fact that many
of the best proprietary medicines of
the day were more successful than
many of the physicians, and moat of
them, it should be remembered, were
first discovered or used in actual
tnedical practice. When, however,
any shrewd person, knowing their
virtue, anti foreseeing their popular-
ity., secures and advertises them,
then, in the opinion of the bigoted,
all virtue went out of them."
BADLY JNJURED.
Tom Leavell Knocked ['rum the Rail-
road Track by a Passing Train.
,An accident occurred near the
crossing of the railroad and Thir-
teenth street Menday which re-
sulted seriously to an old colored
man, Tom Leavell. He was walking
down the track picking up coal, and
not noticing a local freight which
was coming in, was struck by it and
thrown front the track. lie was
picked up and carried to a coal office
near and Dr. Risky called, who ex-
amined him injuries and found that
his collar bone was broken and his
shoulder dislocated. The injuries
are not fatal, but will be serious
owing to his age.
How Postmaster Hill of Texas Got
1115.osito.
The telegratu of the drawing of the
Louisiana State Lottery, announced
that Manor, Tex., had fallen heir to a
portion of the $600,000. The lucky
holder of part of the ticket was Post-
master John E. deserving
man. Although a staunch democrat
hie fattier hae•ing been killed while
serving in the Confederate army,)
Mr. Hill has the unanimous endorse-
went of the citizens of Manor for re-
appointment. With part of the
money he dress- last mewl' he has
bought a farm of 44 Si acres for $10,0110—
A ust i n, Tex., Statesman, Jan. 17.
SUITS FoR DAM AGnit.
A Kent tack s rlaintifT Files Bilis
.%gainst Nashville Partiew.
Nashville American: A suit was
brought in the United States Circuit
court yesterday by Robert Y. Pen-
dleton, Jr., of Pembroke.„}Centucky,
as executor of the estate of Mrs. An-
E. P4'11111140/1, airainA 11, E. Pen-
dleton and U. Ewing, of this city, to
recover $5,01.1041aniages alleged to have
been sustained by the failure sle-
fendants to pay a note for $2,
en by them several years age
Pendleton. 
-
Thy complainant brought &Mintier
euit against II. E. Pendleton, Jas.
Thomas, Jr., and E. NV. Connell for
$10,000 damages claimed to have been
sustained by theotetion of defendants
imt refusitig to pay- a note of $5,000 held
against them by Mrs. Pendleton.
A remarkably .handsome woman is
said to be the moving spirit in a phi-
larithropival movement in Rusria to
supply the poor of that country with
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
In chronic and stubborn eases of
tteuralgia, gout, and rheumatism use
Salvation Oil, it is the greatest
I.:sin-destroyer of .t he age. Price only
2.5 cents.'
Antioch Scripps.
Mr. Fountain Barrow and daughter,
Miss Ora, vvill move to Morton's Gap
the first of April to make their future
home.
Mts. Lucinda Wilkins and Miss
Doyle moved from your city to the
old home in this locality last week.
They will live with Mr. S. D. Wil-
kins,
Nike Tints icliow lots gone to Hop-
kinsville to live this year.
Mists Georgia Yancey has returned
from Fairview and will go to your
city to Wend the summer.
Miss Georgia NN'ilkints spent several
days in Hopkineville this week vielt-
iug relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Jones spent
Sunday with the family of E. J. Hord.
Mr. Lawrence Cook, of the Sharon
Grove chute+, spent last week with
his grandfather, Mr. Ed.Hord.
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THE Owensboro Inquirer throws
out the first warning to the people in
regard to the eleetion of legislators in
the following words, to all of which
the New ERA agrees: 'the tight
over the railroad commission will be
renewed in the next legislature with
even greater vigor and more system
than characterized the attack made
upon it in the last legislature. The
railroads are determined to secure
the destruction of the board if it can
poietibly be done. The L. & N. will
of courve be the leader in the
fight, and it will begin by securing the
election to the next legislature of aa
many men as poseible whom it knows
to be opposed to the commission.
Many a candidate this year will be
backed by the money of the L. & N.
Some of them will succeed in being
eleeeed and will serve their master
faithfully on the floor of the house
and senate. The railroads will begin
at the beginning this time, and un-
lee. the people watch they will pack
the legislature with their crea-
tures and pairs such laws as they
want. The railroad commission is
one of the important featuree of our
government. Instead of being crip-
pled or abolished, it should be
strengthened and improved and the
fight over it this time will begin in
the elections for members of the next
legislature. This metter is likely to
come home directly to the people of
Davies.) county before the legislative
race is mede up."
A ,flaIRO men on being refused a
meal at a restaurant in Cincinnati
brought suit to compel service, but
the judge decided thet the state law
under which the action was brought
was unconstitutional. He held that
as a man had the right to refuee to
serve a white man at his restaurant,
thet he could do the same with a col-
ored men. The restaurant, the court
held, 'NILS not a public inn or hotel.
It was more in the nature of a private
business and the owner had the right
to regulate it to suit himself. The
decision is regarded as important.
McLeasr county is now afflicted
with the railroad fever and will vote
on a proposition shortly. The most
intense excitement and bitter feeling
prevails, some even being so foolish
as to boycott the merchants favoring
it Such an exhibition of temper is
not creditable to the community; it
brands them at once as lacking in the
properties that go to make up a Den-
sible people.
THE Democratic legislative Caucus
of Tenneseee has decided to make a
change in the Third and Fourth con-
gressional districts of that state,
which will render the Third safely
Democratic. Two Republican coun-
ties will be added to the Fourth,
which has a Democratic majority of
9,000 and two Democratic coeinties
from the Fourth will be added to the
Third making it safe.
THE appointment of Whitelaw
Reid as minister to France gives
color to the remarkable story that
President Harrison, like
his grandfather, intends to be presi-
dent, at least for once. Mr. Blaine,
like Mr. Webster on a similar occa-
sion, met his master, for Blaine
wanted Reid:to go to England, which
place the president held for another
man.
WE sincerely hope that the differ-
ences among the warehousemen in
regard to the location of the proposed
tobacco exchange will not result in
the defeat of the project. The needs
of the city and trade should be para-
mount to individual preferences. Of
eourse each man has some preference
as to its location, but a majority
should rule, and it is the duty of the
minority to withdraw opposition.
Iv Henderson is to be put to the
test of voting aid to the State Line
road, as the Owensboro Inquirer sug-
gests, the New ERA makes these
prophesies as to the outcome: That
the Gleaner and Journal will do good
work to secure the road; that the
News will violently oppose it, and
that the proposition will be defeated.
THE best evidence that Kentucky
is on a boom is obtained from ita
newspapers. There is hardly one
coming to this office which does not
contain items in regard to the build-
ing of railroade, organization of com-
mercial clubs, erection of new fac-
tory's, etc.
Cot.. J. II. MCHENRY, of Owens-
boro, has gone to Washington to look
after the collectorship for this dis-
trict The Colonel surely has for-
gotten that our Major has returned
well satisfied with his visit to that
Mecca.
THE New ERA prophesied some
time ago that there would be a row
over the selection of a Democratic
candidate for senator to represent
Devises amid McLean counties. That
prophecy will yet be fulfilled.
CAPT. W. J. rerose says he had
rather he in congress than gove,nor
of the state of Kentucky. Bosh'.
But, then, after all, thst is a Sensi-
ble remark for he is already in con-
gress.
M &Salta. STARLINO AND WOOD take
notice: Fieh lies must be paid for at
the rate of twenty cente per line.
This is done to protect the editor's
reputation as champion.
THE president has grown tired of
the office-seekers early and has ad-
vised a lot of Hoosiers to go home
and wait; that he'll itend for them
when he wants them.
THE New York Sun doesn't like
the ides of sending Col. Fred Grant
to represent this nation at China. If
he must be ciired for, it suggests that
he be pensioned.
IT is announced that Gov. Wilson
will call an extra session of the West
Virginia legislature in June to give
them another whack at the eelectlon
of a governor.
THE state central and state execu-
tive committees will meet in Lexing-
ton on the 21st Inst. to call a conven-
tion to select a candidate for state
tree/1u re r.
THE aid voted the Bowling Green
Northern in Warren county insures
Am early building.
A BRILLIANT SCHEME.
The Clarksville board of trade had
la meeting a few days ago in which
questions concerning the future wel-
fare of that town came up. N'arious
methods were disetiseed by which the
population of the village could be in-
creased until It equaled Hopkiusville.
Some of the members enthusiastical-
ly advocated the extension of the city
limits so as to take in Skufflown,
Gallows Hollow, Vinegar Bottom,
Lick Skillet and the other classic pre-
einets famous in eong and story.
Finally Captain Frank P. Gracey,
the railway magnate of Montgomery
county, aroae, and amid silence So
denew and solemn that you could
have heard a gum-drop, proeedeed to
develop a plan by which Clarksville
might be lifted out of the soup and
started in the highway to a grand
and glorious future, compared to
which the prosperity of chieago would
glimmer but as the stern lantern of
a lightning bug' to the dazzling
splendor of the noonday sun, and
before which New York would pale
its ineffectual ray s and go to bed in
the dumps.
This plan by which our nearest
neighbor was to secure such a grand
and glorious future as demonstrated
by captain Gracey, was to have the
Hopkineville accommodation train
which leaves this plaee at 5 o'clock
in the morning and returns at s :15 in
the evening, continued to Earling-
ton. Thus affording the people of
the eountry between this city and
Earlington, who up to this time have
lived in a state of gullet unconscious-
ness of the existence of such a place
as Clarksville, an opportunity of
digging their bait over night, going
down to the Cumberland and fishing
all day at the mouth of Gallows Hol-
low, and gettirg home in time to
have their catch cooked for break-
fast next morning.
It war a brilliant conception and
received the thunerous applause
from the members of the Board of
Trade aseembled. Another member
taking up thlteue proceeded further
to dilate upon the prospects thus
opened. lie showed by irrefutable
logic and a long array of figures that
a little way up the railroad from
Earlington was a place called
Evansville, that Clarksville was the
natural market of these Evansville
people and the only reason why they
havu't recognized tiw fact before was
owing to the want of facilities for
getting toelarksville. And still fur-
ther up the railroad was a right smart
town known as St. Louis, which bad
been built up at the expenee of
Clarksville, that every man in St.
Louis to-day belonged by rights to
Clarksville and yearned to take up
his abode Caere, even as the ohip-
wreeked mariner yearned for his use
tive land, and only waited for our ac-
commodation train to come to her
bosom; they theu passed a resolution
to the effect that Clarksville would be
as largess Hopkinsville if it had as
many houses and people, sang the
Doxology and adjourned.
THE reports from Washington all WAGON WORKS
.
go te show that Blaine and Harrison
have already locked horns over
several very knotty matters, and that
it takes all the management of the
Republican leaders to prevent au
outburst. Blaine and Harrison are
struggling to determine which Omit
be president.
THE majority caet in favor a the
railroad tax in Warren county Satur-
day was 1,7%. This makes 050,000
voted to railroada by that county
within two weeks, and Ate would
doubtlese vote as much more were it
necessary in order to get from under
the control of the L. & N. Warren
and Christian both suffered until pa-
tience ceased to be a virtue and then
both rose in their might and threw
off the yoke. The L. 14 N. has over-
reached itself of late and is now pay-
ing the courequences. Had it adopt-
ed different tactics and given the
counties and cities from which it
draws sustenance reasonable rates,
this opposition would neyer have oc-
curred, but it had no mercy and now
it may expect none. It is a powerful
corporation, find hard todown, but
as each pillar taken from a building
weakeus it so each competing line
weakens this monopoly. It held
Nashville in its toils until the people
in order to get out voluntarily sub-
scribed $200,000 to another line. It
oppressed Christian county until she
voted a subsidy to another road In
self-defense, and now Bowliug Green
has fallen into line and the third pil-
lar is gone. It is but a question of
time until the spirit is crushed and
the people have feeedoni, and God
speed the day.
WHERE'S Foraker? In the bustle
and confusion and strife and words
and wind incident to the change of
power and the clothing of a new chief
magistrate with authority his name
which was but recently upon every
lip had not been spoken, or if spoken
not above whisper. Where now is
this windy, worthy, wordy chieftain?
This staunch friend of the soldier;
this loud protector ofaerotection; this
sworn and undaunted enemy of the
rebel brigadier? Where's the bravest
of the brave and the valienteet of the
valient, the windiest of the windy?
The blast upon his bugle horn has
not struck terror to the south for full
six weeks. His wild war whoop has
not been heard since the march on to
Washington. Where's Foraker?
Echo answers-where.
THE latest reports from Cincinnati
are of a very exeiting nature politic-
ally. A large and respectable ele-
ment of the Republican party has
bolted the nominations made on
Tueeday by their city convention, on
the grounds that the ticket savors too
strongly of bossism. The Times-Star
in a double-leaded editorial indorsed
the voters and calls for a new con-
vention at Music Hall to nominate
men not controlled by homes. If the
Democrats will put up a good ticket
they can win at the city election next
month.
Herman Hemlock, of Nashville,
has concluded that he doesn't want
to be government printer anyway
and that the poetmastership of his
city is about his size. Before many
weeks Hermanu will retire to his lit-
tle office in the Banner building with
the conclusion that this administra-
tion ins fraud and that there's noth-
ing which so quickly convinces a
man of his smallness in the political
world as a rub against power.
Tom Chicago News is in favor of
anybody for president in 1892 who
has lost both arms, in order that he
may bring about a reform by curing
the hand shaking mania which now
attacks everybody who visits the
White House.
"CHRISTIAN STATESMAN" is the
name given to the famous txxxiler,
Wannamaker, who pays his working
girls in his German factory from fif-
ty cents to one dollar per week for
their work.
GEN. Goer says he will either be
governor of West Virginia or eontin-
ue in private life until the end of the
gubernatorial term. The general's
privacy will not be disturbed.
IT is said that young Ruseell Her-
eimon desires to represent the new
state of Montana in the senate. And
why not? he is a son of his pa.
PON. AVOUNTL•16 E. WILSON has
gone to Washington to look after
his political fences, in consequence
of which Mr. Geo. W. Jolly 18 on th,e
anxious seat.
MARY ANDERSON'S illness has
forced her to disband that company
of "blarsted Hinglishmen." Its an
ill wind indeed, that does not blow
some good.
THE Kentucky Republicans at
Washington have not yet received
any reeoguitiou, and many of them
are returning home, in disgust though
they dare not show it. The outlook
for them is not bright, as their leaders
there understand that they :wed not
look to Kentucky for anything.
By the nomination of Mr. G. A.
Bates, of Delaware to be U. S. coin-
miesion to the Samoan conferenee to
be held et Berlin, Mr. Harrieton has
virtually endorsed Mr. Cleveland's
position on the Samoan question.
Mr. Bates is a Demoerat, and was se-
lected ill ltiSti by Mr. Cleveland to go
to Samoa and make an investigation
of the trouble which was just then
beginning. As a result of Mr. Bates'
report Consul Greenbaum was re-
called. The other commissioners
nominated to act with Mr. Bates are
ex-Congressman NV. NV. Phelps and
ex-Minister to Austria and Germany
John A. Clemson.
Harrison is just now catching it on
every hand from the office seekers
because of his slowness in making
appointments. lueluding the cabi-
net, the total of the administration to
date are lessj than sixty. This is
state of affairs that the hungry and
greedy gang of would-be public offi-
cials find it hard to understand,
They expect a hundred or more nom-
inatious every day. This tardiness
ou the part of the new authorities
arises from no consideration for the
Democrats now holding the positions,
but results front inability, owing to
the unprecedented wrangling among
the Republican politicians, to decide
whom to appoint.
_ -
Washington Notes.
'WatatiNo•roN, D. C., March 20.-
Russell: Harrison is working the
federal patronage of Montana in a
way that he hopes will make him
tilted States tionfttor from 044 844te
next fall.
The southern negroes who are hero
In search of federal offices are very
much discouraged over their pros.
pects of obtaining anything worth
having. The fact is, the star of the
negro in the political firmament is
warring very rapidly, and it would
not be eurpritliog if it should, in the
near future, disappear altogether.
Senator Ingalls has beets seed by a
local firm of printers for $181 for
printing "The Mind Book of Pro-
t*.'etion," during the lest campaign.
Ths work wee not done for Ingelle
but he promised to be reepotodble
for the bill which he afterwards re,
fused to pay, hence the suit.
Mt* PROPERTY OW N EILS.
A List of our Tax Payers who Pay on
Over ILS.000 worth of Property.
The aseestror7e books for the year
later ,have been completed. A list of
our heaviest tax-payers has been se-
cured, anti the amount of property,
real anti personal, upon which they
pay tapes is given below. The coun-
ty is divided into four districts, one
of which will be published at a time.
i" the tor
PISTEleT SO. I, mail u so.
Terrill, J no. W   . 0085
Layne Pro
Lacy. le B., for mother.
McCombs, L_vinsit ... .
Massie Wnt
Miller. 31 0   PULS
McKee, Chas  Ida&
Jno L ....... 11,1100
Morrison, Euitene.  11,745
Massie, Mrs E A ...... 5.-te
Moore Wm S  MAKS
Moors, Wm IS for wife  14.4nti
Mason, W B   25,04.5
Me Kenzie, Jaa A /Or wife.  5,815
Montgomery, ,lan  &AM
rye, Moo4le Co  5,1131
Miller, U
McKnight, J J ..............
Medley, J•4, ... .   Uri
Mason, C 
 1'14'Moore, V ii P,i 5
Metcalf. Mrs V A
(Meal Chas  kraal
intent, Walter. ... • . • ......... .  4.5161
I ,4610
,
Exert. for A E Pendleton 
Penick, Jno 
Pendleton, l' B  NOM
Keay, Austin.  10,510
Rives, Robt F &SAM'
Iteettera, W B  20.11to
Reaford. J 16   it,155
Ihmlford, I.' J  Is.2.14
Riven. II P  8;0,1
Z T ltawiln's belts Ii,Jus
swear, Mrs E J  Luso
Siontnern, J PI  $5,940
stonmen..J S. for wits  5,1no
Tandy, T J  6,415
Thomas, J P  17,12.1
Terrill T J .. .. ........ ....  11!-So
Wartlehl, W lE  13.1 fill
%Yetson. L I)   10.145
Willie. Jno c . .. .. ............  s,c,-.
Willis. Mrs. L A ... .. .. ..   7,ouu
Whittaker. Dan M ... .. ... .. 5,5bto
William& Oaring' i Holland . .. In..o.
Holland. Mrs. A  10,5,5
Winfree Bre . .. .. ... ......   sail
West. Henry M  7,145
Walker, E W ..... .. .. . .,   7,5.4.-
Wallace, T H   14.:165
Wallace, Ardor . .........   7,111
Nallwe C K ..  8,111111
Wood, H F li,73.1
Whitlixi, M ilia 14 If ... ..... Ita.V,
%info*, J If
Watkins, P A
. .•
••
.doe
 sow
....... . 7,311
Watkins, H
Whitlock, A
Yaneey, J W ...... .
(Continued.,
A Hundred Tons or Money.
It hardly seems possible that the
money paid in one month for a ten-
cent article., could, if pennies were
used in payment, weigh oue hundred
tons. Yet one of our bright school
boys has figured thet this is true of
Diamond Dyes'. To judge from the
stock of our dealers in dye stuff's, Dia-
mond Dyes own the field of package
dyes, and arca complete success. Of
course they have imitators. "Noth-
ing is a success until imitated." But
no one wants to riek a eounterfeit
when the genuine eau be obtained at
the same price. Three new colors
have lately been added to the list of
Diamond Dyes: Fast Stocking
Black, Turkey Red for Cotton, and
Brown for Cotton. The manufac-
turers, Wells, Richardson & Co., Bur-
lington, Vt., will send colored sam-
ples of these new dyes, with book of
directions, to any address, free of
charge. These addition* *cent to
have made the line so complete that
any shade can be matshed with some
rotors of Diamond Dyes. The beau-
tiful sample book of shaded colors,
lately owlet to all dealers in dyes, will
delight the eye of any lady. "It's
easy to dye with Diamond Dyes," is
SO absolutely true that home dyeing
i8 no longer a difficult and disagree-
able task. Almanacs, with their
hints as to proper times for different
work, tell us that now is the time for
spring dyeing. This, together with
the thought of that hundred tons of
money, leads us to ask what school
boy can figure how many thousands
of ladies are now saying that this is
time to wee Diamond Dyes.
Lay roam, i Ile.
There is a great deal of sickness in
and around here. Mr. William Har-
den ir not expected to live and Mrs.
Mary Shaw is still quite sick,
Mr. Jim Shaw sold mug acres of to-
bacco at Dix dollars per hundred.
The whole amounted to Kra
A young lady in this neighborhood
pieced a quilt which has 3,3:0 pieces
in it.
Captain Sam Fruit gave the young
people a dance Friday night which
was highly enjoyed.
J. D. Steel and George and Jim
Shaw spent last Thursday on Pond
river fishing. They caught twenty-
two pounds of trout. DAN.
The following from the pen of Mr.
L. P. Bardwell, editor of The Marion
(Iowa) Pilot, will. we believe, be of
interest to many of our readers. He
aays: "It is with pleasure that I cer-
tify to the real merits of Chamber-
lain's Cough Bemedy. I have used
it in my family for years and have
always found it most excellent, and
especially for colds crouv and sore
throat. It is safe and effective."
For sale by H. B. Garner.
The Owensboro Wagon compuuy to
Increase Its Capacity.
A notable example of a suet:eosin]
manufacturing institution is The
Owenaboro Wagon l'o., and particu-
larly is this true, iu view of the. fact
that Owensboro with all her natural
advantages has never until recently,
been eonsidertel a possible manutae-
turiug centre. This concern discloses
a wealth of opportunities for enter-
prises and industry that is unparal-
leled, and Owensboro is certainly to
be congratulated upon its growth,
prosperity, and stability of its or-
ganization. A recent visit through
their large and spacious works, shows
them to be thoroughly equipped with
the moot modern machinery known,
with thoroughly skilled workmen in
every department, steel with an inex-
haustible supply of the finest timber
on earth for the construction of wag-
ons, and with its great and growing
advantages for shipping, the capa-
bilities for successfully manufactur-
ing wagons on a large scale is almost
beyond competition. The class of
work turned out by this energetic
and vvide:awake company has no mu-
perior OD any market, and a fair idea
of their large and g.owing trade may
be gathered from the fact of its daily
shipments of wagons, carts end drays,
covering every section of the south,
and most of the middle states. It is
the constant RIM and intentioa of
this company to not only keep up
the standard of excellence attained,
but to spare neither time nor money
In adding UT time many already supe-
rior qualities of the work, keeping
apace at all times, not to follow in
the ruts in other and older compa-
tiled, but to lead in every crew fea-
tures on improvement that suggests
itself to experienced minds. The
style and kind of wagons made by
this company are so numerous that
to enter into a description of all
would consume too much spaee.
spring work is made whatever, but
all kinds of farm, freight, transfer,
bulk or coal wagons, dump carte „for
railroad or plantation work, cotton
drays or floats, on which are ueed
their own patent thimble. skein, with
self-oiling attachment, or the latest
end beet improved steel skein,
iknowu as the new Bandage,' solid
free, sales, wit4 lincierpine or patent
Pullers, or with puts, anil the re-
nowned steel hollow or tubular axles,
the different styles of front
hound, and suites exactly to the
wante of the trade in every seetiou.
The Owensboro Wagon Co. was or-
Iganized in 188.5 and is the largest
I manufacturing establishment in that
I thriving and progreseive city, and
I produces gbout $150,000 worth of
I wagons yearly. Oeir ;rude is prin-
cipally in the south and west, they
employ 10U hands, and are now mak-
ing 1t4 wagons a day, aud it is the in-
tention of the rompeny to increase
their oapacity by May next, in order
to meet the demand for their wagons
that ls daily corning iu from all
parts of the country. The affairs of
the company are presided over by
Dr. J. H. Hickman, President, and
Mr. W. A. Ebbert, who has been
thoroughly trained in all the differ-
ent branches of the trade, and whose
experience ie being daily enrielled
by a close study of all the details of
the work. Attention is called to the
edvertisement of this justly cele-
!aeated wagon, "The Owensboro,"
disewhefe in this paper, and we feel
assured from our kpowlesige of the
heraeter of their work and the
hundreds of voluntery testimonials
received by them uusolieiteti, that
the "Owensboro" stands without a
rival for quality of material, excel-
lent workmanship, superior finish,
and last, but not least, lightnees of
draft. We take pleasure in recom-
ending the Owensboro Wagon Co. to
dealers everywhere. Estimates will
be furnished en special work and
their handsomely illustrated cata-
logue will be sent on application.
---11111P-191 1"1-114W!
A Marveloun Tale Capt. Wm. Luty
of the Steamboat Jun. 8. Hopkins.
We had thought that our own ex-
perience in the storm Monday after-
noon was remarkable, inasmuch as
we saw eseveral chlekens killed and a
Loy knocked down by the large hail-
stones, %Idle out walking in the su-
burbs, but the following from Capt.
Wm. Luty, of the Ohio river steamer
Jtio. S. Hopkins, lays it all over us:
The captain says that when the
Hopkins Was opposite Sister's Island,
about ti miles below Golconda, the
heavens suddenly became dark, and
in a few minutes rain began to fall
which changed into a hail storm.
The stones were of almost fabulous
size teome of them by actual measure-
ment being more than five inches in
Cirsumferenee. When they struck
the surface of the water it WAS
splashed up nearly a foot and gave
the appearance of a fish jumping out
of the water. Many of the windows
in tbe steamer, particularly the pilot
house windows, which were more ee-
ls:wed than the others, were shattered
by the icy bullets, and the captain
asserts tnst if the storm bad been ac-
companied by a high wind there
would not have heen a pane of glass
left tit the larboard side of the !steam-
er.
The storm lasted fully five minutes,
during which time the paseengers
could not hear each other speak, so
great was the clatter and rattle of the
hail stones. Mr. Luty says that even
in the pilot house two pereons speak-
ing at the top of their voices could not
be heard.
After the fall had ceased the 141111
peeped through the clouds, and the
reflection of its rays from the hail
stonee am they lay on the sides of the
hills and in the valleys presented a
scene which for beauty beggars de-
scription. Even the. river looked
white as if covered with a foam, but
an examination proved that the white
appearance was caused by the myra-
ids of hail stones which were floating
on the surface. Capt. I.uty says that
of twenty-eight years service on the
river this is his first experience in
this line.
ASTONISHING!
Ante Size and Charaeter of the Stock of
Thom out & McReynolds.
While on our rounds in search of
items of interest we happened to drop
into the furniture house of Messrs.
Thompson & McReynolds. l'pon
first entering our eyes fell upon a
beautiful line of parlor and bed room
sets, hat-racks, side boards, war-
drobes, Ac., all of the latest styles
and most artistic designs. From the
lower floor we went to the second
story,and there, peeked and jammed,
were bedsteads, bureaus, chairs,
tables, and everything iniagina-
ble, stacked almost to the ceiling,
and with hardly room for passage.
The next place is the undertaker's
department, which Is complete in
every respect. They carry the largest
line of caskets and coffins of any
house this side of Louisville, and are I
prepared to fill orders on short no-
tice. It is astonishing the stock
this firm carries, and at:the exceeding
low price at which they are selling.
When in the city call and ask one of
the proprietors to show you through
and we guarantee you will be well
paid for your trouble.
Chamberlain's Cough Itemed_y is fa-
mous, for Its prompt arid effectual
eures of coughs and colds. The moist
severe cold may be loosened and re-
lieved by a few doses of this valuable
remedy. For sale by H. B. Garner.
Justice Matthews is reported niuch
better.
th'ifiaesetholitst hwat.es kb7u esptu red but one
A chair factory is one of ("mune; in-
dustries of Owensboro.
The. boomers are being hustled out
of Oklahoma by troope.
Fire. destroyed $150,000 worth of
property at Peoria, 111.,Sunday.
"Aunt" Sallie I.ee, colored, aged
105 years, is dead at Perim, Ky.
President Rued', of St. Louis, has
refused $10,000,000 for his big brew-
ery.
A negro boy fell under the train at
Bowliug Green and had a leg cut off
yesterday.
The Times, of Adairville, is a new
journalistic venture.. It is a model of
neatness in appearance.
Cloverport will likely get the I,. St.
L. & T. mat•hine shops, while Hen-
derson and Owensboro will get left.
Dayton, Tenn., was swept by a
storm Monday night which destroyed
;10,000 worth of property and one life.
Capt. N. B. Riley has been nomi-
nated by the Democratsof Todd coun-
t?u'raes their caadidate for the legisla-
The experts after investigation
find that County Clerk Sullivan, of
Indianapolis, is short $.50,000 in his
aceountn.
Near Fiteningsburg, Ky., Mrs.
Lucy Gully was burned to death by
her clothing catching tire while burn-
ing brush.
Feel. Frank Clark, of Davless coun-
ty, has announced himself u candi-
date to represent him county in the
legislat tire,
Russell Brown shot Robert Cald-
well in the head and kilted him at
Lexington Sunday night. A WODIalt
eamwd the. trouble.
Miehael Bernard Gratz, a well
known horse breeder, died at his
home, Canewood, uear Spring station,
Woodford county, yesterday.
Ex-President Cleveland, eccompa-
nied by ex-Secretaries Bayard, Fair-
child. and Vilas left New York yes-
terday afternoon enroute to Cuba.
Postmaster General Wannamaker
on being interviewed ota his prohibi-
tion sentiments, expressed himself in
fever of eonetitutional amendment.
There were four fights in Geozgetown
Ky., Saturday 'eight whieli five
men were injured, Two or three
lai-eiglIroebtne.tront their wounds, Ail were
The Evansville Tribune says the
cradles of the 0. V. transfer will Ite
placed in position to-day and that
trains will begin to cross the river
April 1st.
Col. Dudley denies that lie has had
any disegreement Presideut
Harrison. He also stated that he
wanted no office, but simply rec-
ognition for party 'services,
Joseph Stotts, a young man of bud
reputation, and the I:I-year-old
daughter of W. D. Ashley, a well
known merchant tailor, eloped to
Jefferson V le anti were married.
Stuitz lias skipped, and the family
will have the. marriage annulled.
Anthony Comstock's agents have
begun their work in Louleville. An
indictment Wa4 returnee! into court
but dismissed by the.. grand jury yess
terday. The ease will be submitted
to the next term. This is regarded as
but a preliminary step to a general
crusade.
According to the Progress-other
larkavalle paper., eapeeislly the
Cultivator, please observe the respon-
sibility-the Chroniele editor, herd,
has gone to his home in Ohio and will
not return. The Progrese observes
that Bro. Ingram Is steering the
Chronicle beat.
Peducah Standard: Judge J. H.
Turner, of Madisonville, died Sunday
from a paralytic stroke and Was in-
terred at Princeton, his former hotue,
yesterday. He was ape of the earl].
est settlers of Celdwell eoulltV, and
was promiueutly identified with her
interests and growth for nearly half
a century.
Dover Courier: Mr. Boyden, civil
engineeer for the 0. V. Railroad Co.,
passed through Dover last Friday.
Ile came throush Lafayette, Ky.,
inspecting time difft•rent routes fur the
roads through Stewart eounty. He
has examined the Dyer's creek route,
crossing the. river at Dover, anal run-
ning thecae& to LaGrange. Furnace,
and he thinks that this way is the
best through tie county.
Robert Drake, a Kentucky outlaw,
WISS arrested Monday night about six
miles front Rockport, Ind., by De-
tective Hugh Hales for shooting a
man at Greenville, Ky., two years
ago. He escaped at the time awl
went to Texas, going to Rockport
about a year ago. He would never
have been known bad he not boasted
of the crime while drunk.
Monday afternoon as the St. Louis
and Paducah switch engine was pull,
ing seven refrigerator ears loaded
with meat up the incline.. at Paducah,
the drawhead of the tender pulled
out anti the rani ran unexpectedly
down the incline.. The transfer boat
had left her dock, and t wo of the cars
rolled into the river, another being
wrecked on the edge of the cradle.
One car floated off, but was captured
and towed back by n tug.
There is no danger in giving cham-
berlain's Cough Remedy to children
as it contains no injurious substance;
beeides it is unequaled for colds and
croup. Children like it. For sale by
H. B. Garner,
CROPS IN KENTUCK Y.
The Weekly Bulletin of Weal iwr and
Agri( nitnre Prepared Hy he Na-
tional WO Shale Service.
The weekly crop bulletin prepared
by the State Weather Service of
Kentucky, in co-operation with the
United States Signal Service, for the
week ending March le, is as follows:
The temperature during the past
week has been largely in excess of
the normal, the weather generally
cloudless, wide almost complete ab-
sence of rainfall. These conditions
are exceedingly favorable to the
growing erops and to Cie prose-
cution of farm work of all kindR.
She I by ville.-Mapi e groves are
vielding very finely. Oats and to-
bate.° beetle being sown.
Wicklifie.-lanniug is progressing
rapidly, with the most prosperouit
eonditions attending all departmenta.
NVheat crops never looked better at
this season of the year.
Nladisenville.-Wheat crops never
looked better at this season of the
year. Farmers are making prepare- I
lions for as large a tobacco crop as I
useal.
Oreendale.-Some oats gown. To-
bacco beds sown, and Keene garden-
ing and potatoes plenty...,
Millerioburg.-Trees budding rapid-
lv, some early gardening being done.
texington-The sunshine of the past
five days seems to have put new life
into all field and garden vegetation.
Ferment are busy plowing., .
Covington.-In the counties of Ken-
ton, Cain deal, Pendleten, Grant and
Brown, t me weather has been very
tine. Ground in liplendid condition.
Fruit not far enough advanced to bt,
injured bv a void snap. Nearly an
average crop of tobacco will be put
in.
Itichmond.-Soil in excellent con-
dition for plowing. Bluegrass has
begun to grow. Red maple in bloona.
Irish potatoes being telanted in gar-
dens.
Ayer's Hair Vigor mtimulates the
hair to a vigorous growth. It con-
tains all that can be supplied to make
the hair beautiful and abundant,
removen dandruff, and renders the
hair flexible and glossy.
HOME FROM WASHINGTON.
Retain of Major Crumbaugh, of This
sum Applivant fee Collector.
Maj. H. R. Crumbaugh, president
of the File National Bank of this
city, and ex-collector of internal rev-
enue for the Second district of Ken-
tucky, was one among the many
preeminent Kentuckians who, being
aspirant for °Mee under the IlleW
administration. were in attendance
at the inauguration of President Har-
rison, and present at the capital ale°
to look after their own interests as
aspirants for place. The Major has
just returned, looking well and in
tine spirits. A NEW ERA 111511 Veined
to see him at his office in the bank
this morning and would have ques-
tioned him closely had he not fore-
stalled any suell interrogation by de-
clining to be interviewed. He how-
ever spoke freely as to things in gen-
eral, saying him visit was delightful,
and that he was perfectly satisfied
with Ito result, as to his candidacy for
the revenue collectorship of this dis-
trict, a position he once tilled ably.
He stated, in answer to our ques-
tions. that the crowds were so im-
mense that people actually suffered
for the plainest convenienees of life
unless they had engaged rooms in
advance. He was quartered at the
Ebbett, one of the finest hotels in the.
city, which bad its full quota of Ken-
tueky guests, Men were glad to pay
$4 or $5 for the privilege of sleeping
iu a barber's chair from midnight
until day. The Major had nothing to
say in regard to the diseensions that
are rending Kentucky Republieame
Iteware of ointments for Cat dirrh I hat
Contain Mercury,
as Mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de-
range the whole system when enter-
ing it through the mucus surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on preeeriptions froin repu-
table phyricians, as the damage they
will do are tenfold to the good you
can possibly derive from thein.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co.,. Toledo, O.,
contains no mercury, and is taken in-
ternally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucus surfaces of the eye-
tem. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure
be sure you get the genuine, it is ta-
ken internally and made in Toledo,
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Go.
Or Sold by Druggists, price 75e.
per bottle.
N tat; littitINt; NOTES.
Rennet it,
Mitts .kda Young is visiting rela-
tives neer Clerksville
Esq. his. %E. Stevenson recently
bought a handsome organ for his
daughter, from the popular agent
Mack Hives,
.Miss 1.atIra, Carter of this place,
was vtaitiug friends in your city last
week.
John 1. Blair, of Humboldt, Tenn.,
Was here on a visit to his brother Sam
Blair this week. He is in the nur-
sery business and will sell fruit trees
in this section this leeason.
Mrs. J. A. Boyd hats been the
past week but is now better
Master Ellie Brame spent last Sat-
urday and Sunday in your burg.
Rev. I. G. Joiner preached at
Sharon last Sunday. He preaehesi a
good sermon, as he usually does.
Rev. John Fraser is visiting friends
atul relatives here. lie is in vera
poor health and his friends hope tlist
he may be improved by his visit.
_ • Am.-
Persons ith rheumatism
ehou'd try Chamberlain's Plain Balm.
One application will ease the pain,
and its continued use has cured many
esses of chronic and inflammatory
rlieumatiem, that had resisted other
remedies aud even the treatnient of
the beset physicians. Price, 50 Naafis
per beetle. For sale by 11. 11. Garner
A CELEItit %TED LeitTURER.
A. A. Winks... Dot, of Louisville, will
hit Here April Ilt h.
On the evening of April llth A. A.
Willitts, MD., of Louisville, will de-
liver his celebrated lecture "Moon-
shine," in this city at the opera
bowie. The lecture will be given un-
der the auspives of the Commercial
Club, and the object is to raise funds
to carry out some of its plans for ad-
vertising the elty. Dr. Willitts is
known to many in this city, who
have heard him lecture on several
oceasions. He is one of the finest
leeturers iu America,and many claim
that he has no equal. He holds his
atelience and sways it at will, and
having onee heard him, you will al-
ways want to hear him again.
Aside from the merits of the lec-
ture, the object should draw tout a
large crowd. The Commereial Club
has done some hard work for this
city ; lately it has issued phamphlets
eontaining much valuable infortna-
thin relative to the resourt•es of the
city and eounty and is seattering
them broadcast over the land. It has
other schemes to place our advanta-
tages before the world, but it takes
money to do this, and it :adopts this
plan of securing it. By attending the
lecture, you will he benefitted Ivy the
hearing one. of the finest lectures ever
delivered in this oily, one that is
brimfull of hard some and irresisti-
bleriumor unil at.the same time con-
tribute to a cause which certainly you
must feel interested in. Let every-
body go to work and get out an enor-
mous crowd.
_
Disease% of an exhaustive nature
that have a tendency to ereate un-
natural feeling such as fatigue., lassi-
tude and great weakness throughout
the system owe. their origin to a lack
of iron in the Wood. Brown's Iron
Ilittt•rs will restore the blood to its
natural healthful condition. (let the
blood pure by using this remedy and
disease will be quickly vanquisht•d.
CROFT( )N,
A Newry Letter From our Regular
corresiseefete.
Cleo-roe, K V., Mar. 19.-Some of
the farmers of North Christian are
ppi lig t heir tolbacco to the Clarks-
ville market.
There was a danee at the residence
of Mr. Gray, Friday:night, which was
largely attended by the young people
( 'rofton.
Prof. A. (I. Beecham, principal .of
Crofton Academy, went to Lebanon,
Tenn., Friday lout returned this
morning.
Crofton !low is pre-eminently the
place for taking walks. It is fast be-
coming famous for the numher and
variety of its pedestrians. At present
the young ladies of the place seem to
be. taking the lead. We suppose its
all for their health.
The store of E. IL (tray & Son was
broken open by burglars Friday night
and about thirty dollars worth of dry
goods and groceries were curried
away.
I think prohibition Will carry in
this part of the venality yet.
Master Walter West, of your city,
hits been V1,41011'4 relatives here this
week.
Sisk & White are shipping quite a
quantity of wagon fellowe.
KID.
An elapse of animal food mid a
partial elosing of the pores of the skiu,
during the winter months, cause the
system to become filled with impuri-
ties. These can be removed and the
blood purified and invigorated by
taking Ayer'm Sarsaparilla. Price $1.
Reid Goer+ to France.
WASHINOTON,
dent Harrison
Whitelaw Reid, editor of the New
York Tribune, minister to France.
CUT HI8 HEAD OFF.
The South Bound Passenger Huns
Over it Negro Man.
'Tin, early 'south bound passenger
train hicla passes through this city
at 4:4a ie. killed u luau Sunday
morning about five miles north of
Nashville. The unfortunate man
was lying on the track immediately
in front of the locomotive anal the air
being heavy with mist he was not
seen lo the engineer until the ION,-
motive was almost upon him. He
disregarded the whistle and the next
moment his head was severed from
the body. lie was es well dressed
colored man but his name was un-
known.
A Valuable Remedy.
A letter from S. P. Wardwell, Bos-
ton, says: "1 merit Clarke'e Extract
"of Flax (Pepillion) Catarrii Cure in
"June last for Hay Fever with great
"matisfaction, and find it is the only
"thing I have seen which would
"allay, without irritating, the in-
"'intimation of the noetrils and
,lthroat. Its soothing and healing
"properties were marked and inatue-
"diate:" Large bottle $1.00. Clarke's
Flax Soap is the latest and best. Try
it 25 cents. Ask for them at H. B.
Garner's drug store.
flacklen's Arnica Salve.
The best naive In the world for Cuts
Bruittes, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, 'fetter. Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles,or no
pay required. It is guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
F o sale by Harry B. Garner.
Sweet Springs.
Miss Nellie Ryan is going to begin
a subseription school at the Haddock
achool house the first Monday in
A pri .
Prof. Hall has opened up a full line
of dry goods and groeeriemeut at Pon.
Ryan and hies daughter are
very sick at present.
Best Cough Cure,
Fur all dtseases of the Throat and
Lungs, no remedy is so gate, speedy:and
certain as Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
An indispensable family medicine.
"I find Ayer's Cherry Pectoral an
invaluable remedy for colds, coughs,
and other aihnents of the throat and
lungs." - M. S. Randall, 201 Broadway,
Albany, N. V.
" I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
for bronchitis and . _ .
Lung Diseases,
for which I believe it to be the greatest
medicine in the world." -James
Caraway, N. C.
"My wife had a distressing cough,
with pains in the aide and breast. 'We
tried various medicines, bu.; none did
her any good until I got a bottle of
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral which has cured
her. A neighbor, Mrs. Glenn, had the
measles, and the cough was relieved by
the use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. I
hare no hesitation in recommending
this medicine." -Robert Horton, Fore-
man Headlight, Morrillton, Ark.
"Ayer's Cherry Pectoral cured me of
a severe cold which had settled on my
lungs. My wife says the Pectoral helpe
her more than any other medicine she
ever used."-Enos Clark, Mt. Liberty,
Kansas. •
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Pairkain ST
Qr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by al: Druggist& Price El; sit bottles, 0.
FOR MEN ONLY!
A POSITIVE Tor LOST or TAILING 111•311100D_,General arta NERVOUS neareres•
Weakness of Body awl Mad: Mot;
01Errorn or Eznesses in Oldie Tung.
lobos, ISAA• S0011 Ally Il••larra. How la Islam, awl
SiroosibeallOO5.1•••• OASIlli SITCOM • PARTI•r BOST.
Abool•s47 ••11•10.• laolik TR AlTII•NT -•••••I• la • dss
Om testify tem II Bias, T.-HUNAN,. sod 1••••,•Comoble•
Teo vas write Ulm. Moo/. NS rorlaaaties, and presto ma..
I••••4) AMS4.• 1111051. WPM& I. 5.
CURE
S. BUt /CHER .1? ME3 I.. HAYS
BUCKNEB & BAYS'
Real Estate,
Insurance and
ColleCing Agency,
Next Door to Front Entrance of
Court House,
Hopkinsville - - Ky.
We have the following real estate
for sale:
FOR SLAE-The one hundred acre
farm on Bradshaw road known as the
Louis Willis place. Contaies fine
six room dwelling and all out-build-
ings and is one of the best farms in
the eounty. Price low mud terms
easy.
Fine South Christiau farm near
(larretteburg containing 4ati acres,
first-class laud, well improved, and
everything in gossl order. Price
$17,5let, one third cash, balanee 1 and
two Nears with ti per cent interest on
the ;toiler.
FOR SALE-A splendid South
Christian lane of 360 acres, well im-
proved and well watered. Will
divide into two farms of Pk and '200
acre4 with buildings on each) if de-
sired. Price low and terms easy.
A farm of 140 aeres, 10 miles east of
Hopkiusville and 3 miles front Fer-
gueou'r Store, with two-room house,
barn, stable, wester anti orchard, VERY
bow aud on good terms.
A lot on North Maln street, Hop-
kinsville, with eight-room house., all
conveniences in outbuildings and
cisterns, with hack entrance to stable,
worth 13,000, can be had for $2,2110.
The fine business lot on Ninth
streetnt•ar the depot, known as the
M. Lewis bet, at a bargain. We will
entertain propoeitions on the sub-
division of this property.
The. best business square .one acre)
on Main street, Ilopkinsyille, not
now used for commercial purpoetes,
is in our hands at a low tigure.
A house and lot on South N'irginia
street. We °Mr a 1,Ig bargain in this
property.
The best IMI4ille1414 lot on Seventh
street, far below its real value.
We represent a number of find-class
Fire Itimurance Companies and take
risks in eity and country-with light-
ning clause attached, without extra
charge.
We solicit and hope to receive the
patronage of our friendri.
Fon SALE-The 160 aere farm, two
miles from Pembroke, known as the
Reuben Bollinger Ohre, 150 acre.s un-
der good fenee and in cultivation, 10
acre.s in timber. Dwelling, cabins,
stables, barns, ice-bowie, cistern,
ponds, and voting °when!. A good
bargain am! easy terms.
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
HURRAH! •
On Too as Usual!
The Opening Days' Sale of
"The Reliable" Clothing a Shoe Co.
so far exceeded their expect atone that they
have decided to make an opening day of each
day this week, as ne w styles of
Clothilig, Gent's Forilisiting Good! &Shoes At
are continually coming in The low prices
governed their opening day's sale
be adhered to during the entire week.
They not only carry the mo3t extensive stock
of Clot htng, Gent's Furnishing Goods, Boots and
shoes in the city, but are and will be known as
the champio-s of low prices.
"The Reliable" Clothing & Shoe Co.,
M. FRANKEL'S SONS, Propr's
Lalr$10001111
CIVEN AWAY 1
TO OUR SUBSCRIBES!
Kooloo0 Now Era'
3ircl 43-rbeaancl.
GIFT DISTRIBUTION
Will Take Place
Oetolbr 9SO•
•
$1,000.00 Worth of Valuable Premiums!
Will be given away. Every subscriber to the
Weekly at $100 a year receives one ticket, and
every subscriber to the daily at $6.00 receives
two tickets which entitles the holder to what-
ever prize may be drawn by that ticket.
A full list of premiums will shortly be pub-
lished, which will embrace valuable as well as
useful articles; and will be equal in every re-
spect to our former drawings.
Z,ZE- N
Formerly of NELSON JESUP.
F. =ialszzerer.
Lat. of D•BNET BUSH.
c!it =_A-1E3INT="2"..
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants:
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give versonal attention to Inspection and Sale of every Hogshead of Tobac-
co consigned to "4.
Liberal advancement made on 'Tobacco In store. All Tobacco insured at met o
wrier unless written Instructions to the contrary.
T. C. HANBERY. M. SHRYER.
eople's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE • KY.
Street. Met. Terezt.h. and.
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams an
thrusters. .All tablovo insured unless otherwise instructed. dew.
W. E. RAGSDALE. R. E. COOPER.
Ragsdale, Coopre & Co.
miaiPTIWnitirrgirt
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - - KENTUCKY.
Specie: attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERAL
ADVANCES made on consignments.
NV. E. Ragsdale, Salesman. w-laa
Fulton Avenue Brewery,
EVANSVILLE, IND
LACER Al\D EXPORT BEER!
toelay appointed
March 19.-Premi- I) I I (-4_ Ile 1411 ay
Kept in QuantitieL on Ice and Can be Furnish-
DICK MORRI3, Ag't, liopkinsville, Ky
Made from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strictly Pure.
ed on Short Notice.
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Friday March 22, 1889
0,111e anti gpoctstu.
J. F.. lhonuts,ef Elmo, was in town
Monday.
F. R. Moore, of Lougview, was in
ill own Monday.
"Calvin Layne, of Fairview, was in
town Monday.
Prof. Dicken, of Fairview, was in
the city Tuesday.
Harry Ware, of Clarksville, spent
Sunday in the city.
• Nox Oldham, of Clarrettaburg, was
In the city Monday.
Dr. J. D. Clardy, of Newsteati,
in the city Monday.
Mrs. Palmer Graves is visiting rel-
atives in Russellville.
Baker Radford, of Pembroke,
in the city Monday.
Mr. A. 0. Bush left yesterday af-
ternoon for Cincinnati.
Mr. C. K. Fleming, of Garrettsburg,
spent Monday in the city.
Davis Tuck, of Lafayette, was in
town on business Tuesday.
Mr. T. W. Buckner, of Henderson,
is visiting his father's family.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Wade, of Fairview,
were in the city Wednesday.
Mr. Geo. F. Eubry, of South Chris-
tian, was In the city Tuesday.
Miss Ruth Cooper, of Lafayette, is
the guest of Mrs. A. M. Cooper.
Meseta. mo. and Wm. Reed, of
Belleview, were in town Monday.
Hon. John Feign(' returned Sunday
front a business trip to Frankfort.
Miss Hattie Rives, of Lafayette, is
the guest of Miss Minnie Richards.
Col. M. D. Brown has returned
(rpm a professional trip to Florida.
Mr. George Houston, of Trigg
eounty, was in the city Wednesday.
C. M. Latham has returned from a
protracted business trip to New York.
Miss Fannie West has returned
from a visit to relatives in Nashville.
Dr. J. P. Bell and Mr. Ed Cross, of
Bell's Station, were in the city Mon-
day.
Charley Gerhart, of Clarksville,
spent Monday with relatiees in the
city.
Mrs. Augusta Diamonds, of Colum-
bus, Kan., is the guest ot Mrs. Dr.
Yates.
Miss Mollie Dulin, of Morton's Gap,
spent Sunday with Miss Riche..
Bastes.
Frank Cook came over from Evans-
ville eunday to visit his father's
family.
Misses Lizzie and Sammie White,
of Newatead, are visiting friends in
the city.
Messrs. George and William Word,
of South Christian, were in town
Tuesday.
Mimi Mary Bell Pray, of South
Christian, visited relatives in the city
this week.
Mr. J. reamuelieof Knoxville,Tenn.,
has taken a permanent position with
Frankel Bros.
Arthur Henry, a leading farmer of
the Newsteed neighborhood, was in
the city Monday.
E. B. Lindsay, a leading young
druggist of Cadiz, was in town on
bu-inees Tuesday.
Mr. W. E. King, a leading young
attorney of the Elkton bar, was in the
city on professional business Tues-
day.
Wm. Carter, of West Point, Mime.,
formerly a student of South Ken-
• tucky College, is visiting friends in
Vie city.
Mrs. N. P. Stevenson left Tues
day for Tennessee, where she
will spend several weeks visiting
relatives.
Mrs. Ada Layne, of Fairview, left
Wednesday evening on the 5 o'clock
train for the east to purchase her
spring neck of millinery.
Mrs. W. T. Radford and daughter,
Miss Mary, and Mist.; Annie Trice, who
have been spending the winter in
Florida, will return to-night.
Oscar Layne, of Fairview, spent
Wednesday in the city.
Mrs. Ed Turnley, of Clarksville is
visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Cattle Golliday, of Roaring
Spring, is visiting friends in the city.
Miss Allis Bradshaw, of (Salty,
visited friends in the city this week.
Mr. R. B. Johnson has returned
from Henderson where he has been
to attend the funeral of his brother,
Mr. Ishani Johnson.
•
was
se as
Msiereage leosese.
J. C. Layne to Fannie Harried.
Geo. D. Cummings to Lula Whit-
lock.
Thanks
To our friends for their patronage
"Opening Day." We solicit a con-
tinuance of the same in the future.
Respectfully,
"The Old Reliable" Clothing and
Shoe Co. M. FRANKEL'S SONS.
MR. J. M. HemTee, Dist. Agt.
Dear sir-I have this day received
from the Equitable a check for two
thousand dollars in payment of y
policy on my eon, W. N. Co met eee,
taken out Dec. 5th, 1888.
dit wit. J. N. CHILDRESS.
Gaines Grows Fanny.
Bowling Green Times: It is now
eonfidently believed that the Cairo &
Cumberland Gap railroad will come
by Bowling Green. Let her come;
we will welcome it without money
and without price.
.11.•
"Oh why should the spirit of
mortal be proad"? We have often
wondered why, and have concluded
that we don't know, unless it be that
the aforesaid mortal Is conscious of
the fact that at his disposal, at all
times, are Dr. Piece's Pellets, to re-
lieve him, should he suffer from tor-
pidity of the liver, sick or nervous
headache, dyspepsia, eonstl pat i on ,
etc. Druggists.
The Webster IF:plasmic Abating.
A correspondent of the New ERA,
at Dixon, the county seat of Webster,
writes us in regard to the epidemic
of spinal meningitis that has been
• raging there: Since March 1st there
have been eight new cases and nine
deaths. If the weather remains as it
is it is thought that it will gradually
die out. People are moving back
and have gone to work.
The following jurors have been se-
lected anti sworn for the latter half of
present term of circuit court: D.
4W'hittaker, C. J. Hanberry, W.
T. Vaughan, I.. Crabtree, Jno. Wood-
burn, ?kern Harrison, W. H. Lindsay,
Sack Sharber, Sol Smith, Dock Gary,
tIrttril oruotttoo.
The policeman have ordered het-
mete which will arrive in a few days.
Grand free lunch for everybody
who attends le raver & Harris' grand
opening.
Mr. T. I,. Smith is preparing to
build a cottage on east Seventh street
adjoining his residence.
Rev. W. L. Nourse will deliver the
first sermon of the series on "Chlirch
and State" next Sunday morning.
An extra large tire proof safe for
:tale very low. Apply to
dlt wit. I'VE DlcKEN & WALL.
The grocery firm of Richords &
Green has been dissolved, Mr. Wm.
Nourse having bought out Mr.
Richords.
B id Golay has purchased an inter-
est in the livery business of William-
son & Pool, and will be glad to serve
his friends in his new capacity.
There is only one vacant business
house in Hopkinsville and the pro-
prietors have refused to rent that af-
ter several very flattering offers.
The Frankel Bros. were the re-
cipients of several beautiful floral
designs and many congratulatory
telegrams upon the success of their
grand opening.
The wheat crop throughout the
county has not looked so well at this
season for many years. The pros-
pects for au unusually large yield are
very flattering.
Dr. W. M. Fugue who was badly
hurt last week by being thrown from
his buggy, is recovering from the ef-
feete of his injuries and will be able
to attend to his duties in ten days.
It is rumored that a change of time
for all passenger trains of this divis-
ion will go into effect in the near fu-
ture. I is said that the aceommoda-
tion will rus through to Earlington.
The street committee of the council
could not have been selected more
wisely. The members of this com-
mittee know exactly what is needed
and they propose to remedy every
evil.
In a difficulty between two colored
men at Julian Saturday night, Robert
Tyler was shot in the face with a 38
caliber pistol by Grant Hawkins.
Tyler's wound will more than likely
prove fatal.
Mr. W. R. Long, the retiring mem-
ber of the grocery house of Long &
Lacy, has bought the stock of goods
belonging to Mr. '1'. L. Edmunson
and will be ready for business in a
few 41:vs.
Sam Ilester left Wednesday for
the Lafayette neighborhood where
he will conduct the farm of his aunt,
Mrs. Robb. Sam is no doubt a good
farmer as he can talk very learnedly
upon agricultural subjects, etc.
We are in favor of rotation in office.
In the event that Dr. Stone succeeds
Dr. Rodman as euperiutendent of the
asylum, he should be asked to tender
his resignation at the end of twenty
years. Give Dr. Eager a chance.
Mr. M. Lewis,of the Indian service,
is home from his post in the north-
west and mingling among the friends
of his early years. Many citizens Of
Hdpkinsville, who are in their
prime, were pupils of Mr. Lewis
when boys.
Prof. Bristol and his class ot trained
horses will give three performances
at the opera house in this city begin-
ning April 5th. The animals are
said to be almost human and their
trainer attributes his wonderful con-
trol over them to kindness.
Mr. W. D. Erin* who left this city
about six months ago to locate in
in Kansas, has returned to llopk not-
ville where he will remain in the
future. Mr. Ennis' family will ar-
rive in a few days.
Diston Berry, col., who forged Mr.
Whitlow's name to checks on the
Planter's Bank and was arrested for
the crime has failed to put in appear-
ance to answer the charge and his
bond of $100 is forfeited to the corn-
intoiwealth.
The handsome piano of the Latham
gift distribution Was drawn by Mr.
Jim. T. Johnson, a prominent farmer
living four miles north of the city.
It was a very tine instrument and
Mr. Johnson is to be congratulated
upon picturing it at such a price. .
The Christian County Medical soci-
ety held its regular monthly meeting
Monday in the office of Drs. Sear-
gent & Blakey. There was an unusu-
ally full attendance and the meeting
was very interesting. Dr. J. L. Dulin
will read an essay at the next meet-
ing.
The case of the commonwealth
against Walter Duncan charged
with the murder of Charles Fleming
last smitten was continued to the 13th,
day of the Sept. term at the instance
of the defendant* council. Duncan
Is nick at his home In Lafayette and
was unable to le.• present.
The Pomona or county grange
has portpond the meeting announced
for the 4th Saturday of this month
to the 2nd Saturday of April. Din-
ner will be served on the ground and
all grangers are cordially invited.
The meeting will be held with the
Gracey grange.
The county judge has very oroperly
refused to issue license to Sell spiritu-
ons, vinous or malt liquors at Crofton
owing to the fact that a petition
signed by three hundred atuj fifty of
the best citizens of the vicinity pray-
ing him to issue no license was given
him. It is probable that several other
Precincts will take the same steps.
Mr. W. B. Nourse, son •f Rev. W.
L. Noun*, has purchased the interest
of Mr. John Richards in the red front
grocery house on 9th street and the
style of the firm lienceforthaeill be
Green & Nourse. Both gentlemen
are young and full of life and energy
and we expect them to cominand a
large share of the public patronage.
Sunday morning a colored man
named Charlie Wood came in from
Nortonville, where he had been em-
ployed on the C. &O. railroad, with
his throat cut from ear to ear. The
wound was not deep enough to be
dangerous, but that was not the fault
of the fellow who inflicted it. Wood
says tbat one of the laborers did the
bloody work without the slightest
provoeation.
The big warehouse on Ninth street
is gradually assuming shape. When
completed it will be one of the finest
aud largest in the state and perhaps
the best constructed. Every piece of
timber put into it is subjected to the
most careful scrutiny, and the foun-
dation Is in truth "solid as a rock."
The good weather of the past several
(lays has enabled the workmen to
make rapid progress, and before June
rolls around tobacco will be store(l
within the completed walls.
A branch of the American Build-
ing and Loan association has been
organized in this city by Messrs. S.
Price and B. W. Morse, general
agents of the tismociation. The or-
ganization was completed Friday
and the following offioers elected: H.
R. I.ittell, president; J. T. Smith,
P. Garland, Bob Flowers, C. I). Bell, secretary and treasurer. The board
A. J. Davie. Polk Cannier, John I of directors consists of C. H. Bush,
Gregory, Ross Hopper, H. M. Reyn- I M. C. Forbes, F. L. Walker. Attor-
Attention is called to the change of
advertisement, in to-day's issue, of
Ike Lipstine. He has just returned
with a fine line of spring and sum-
mer goods, all of the latest patterns,
and is offering some rare bargains:
Everybody in Henderson speaks a
good word for Kraver & Harris. Mr.
Kraver's success in Henderson ho
been phenominal. It was all done
by selling the best goods at the low-
est prices and treating his customers
with pleasant and kindly attention.
Austin, the title son of Hon. Austin
Peay, of South Christian, was thrown
from a home yesterday anti had his
right arm broken just above the
wrist. The injured member was
skillfully dressed by Dr. Bell and the
little fellow will he out again in p
few weeks.
Mr. J. C. Layne and Mies Fannie
Harnett were united In marriage
Wednesday at the home of the
bride's parents, near Fairview. At.,
ter the ceremony they were driven
to this city and took the evening
train for a tour of the principal cities,
The Crarksville Progress wants. tO
issue a mammoth edition of 10,000
copies, setting forth to the world the
advantages and resources of that
place, and has asked the board of
councilmen to appropriate $250 of the
people's money to further the enter-
prise.
The surviving horse of the pair
which the city purchased of Messrs.
Means & Wish, of Louisville, is now
sick. It would be pretty hard on tlie
people's pocketbook to loose both of
the !tunnels and be forced to the ne-
cessity of buying another pair.
The colored boys who were arrested
several weeks since charged with
stealing iron from the Metcalfe Man-
ufacturing Co.'s yards were die.
charged yesterday by the court, there
being no evidence against them.
The police force now has comforta-
ble quarters in the city building.
Their office has been until recently
scold and cheerless room, but the
committee on city buildings has pro-
vided for our blessed peace-makere,
and the interior of the office has been
repaired and otherwise improved.
The great warehouse which John C.
Latham is building on Ninth anti
Campbell streets is gradually as-
suming shape and if the weather
continues as it has been (luring the
past two weeks will be nearly ag-
ished by May 1st. It will be one of
the finest structures of its kind in the
south.
Dr. Thomas Foster, of Nashville,
is in the city conferring with s num-
ber of leading Republicans with la
view to the establishment of a Re-
publican weekly paper in this mute
ty. It is highly probable that he will
be indueed to bring his outfit to Hop-
kinsville anti begin the publIcatiole
of the slivet at an early date. 1
Mr. I'. E. Morton, of Madisonville,
says that Rev. Sam Jones, has proni-
ised to visit that place in July, while
en route home from ('alifornia, and
deliver one or two sermons. The die-
tinguished gentleman might ale) h.?
induced to visit this city and preach,
If an invitation was extended to Min
by the ministers and churches here.
p •
The action of the city council witli
regard to the water-works question
Monday night has net with almost
unanimous approval. The city needs
and must have this greatest of mod-
ern necessities and conveniences.
The advantages to be derived from
the construction and operation ofia
thorough system of water works are
too numerous and too obvious to re-
peat. The reduction in the rate Of
-insurance, theeadditional indue-
ments which could be offered o
manufacturing enterprises, and the
revenue which would accrue to the
city from the successful operation ofi
the system are all well known.
Dr. Perry, of Chicago, visithd
South Kentucky college yesterdeY,
and saw the workings of the school.
He delighted the faculty and .ste-
dents by delivering some timely re-
marks to the students on the favora-
ble circumstances by which they
were surrounded. I le vein pi I mentfel
the school very highly, awl said their
training must be of du best, since
melt one could give undivided atten-
tion to a speaker when addremmteg
them. At the close of the doctor's
remarks the sttelents evinced their
pleasure and satisfaction by a liberal
dapping of hands in way of applause.
Two Weddings.
Mr. Baylor Hickman, of St. Louli,
son of Dr. L. B. Hickman, of this
eity, vt at married Thursday mornieg
to Miss Stannic Ormsby, of Louisville.
They arrived in the city last night.
Mr. Hickman is well known here
having spent his youth and early
manhood among the people of Hop-
kineville. He is a young man of flue
business capacity, anti while) on0 of
the most popular gentlemen that
Hopkinsville has contributed to
another city. His bride is one of the
most accomplished and 'popular
young ladies who has ever visiled
Hopkinsville.
Mr. Will Hickman, elder brother
of Baylor and a remitient of Cedar
Town, Georgia, was married yeller-
day to Miss Hattie Banks, of Gains-
yule. Mr. Hickman left Horfkie-
ville several years ago and is njow
one of the moat successful business
men of his city, having established
an enviable reputation among he
people with whom he has lived. Hs
bride is a member of a nistinguis ed
family of Georgia, and a young I
of beauty, culture and refinein nt.
The happy couplet will remain' in
the family of Dr. Hickman for riev-
;
How to Select a Wife.
Good health, good morals. good
sense and good temper, are the four
essentials for a good wife. These are
the indispensables. After them come
the minor advantages of good looks,
accomplishments, family posielon,
etc. With the first four, married' life
will be comfortable and happy. Lack-
ing either, it will be in more or less
degree a failure. Upon good health
depends largely good temper anal
good looks, and to some extent good
sense also, as the best mind meet be
affected more or less by the weak-
nesses and whims attendant on frail
health Young man, if your weee is
falling into a state of invalidlsm,
prat of all things try to restore her
health. If she is troubled with de-
bilitating female weaknesses, buy
Dr. Pierce'. Favorite Prescription.
It will cure her.
eral days.
SHILOH'S CURE will immediate-
olds, E. Faulkner, A. B. Griffin, John neys, the Felande. Stock in this in- ly relieve Croup, Whooping Cough,
Cavanah,D. P. eltevens,W. M. Davie,' stitution may be secured by calling anifBronchitie. Sold by H. B. 'Oar-
A. M. Laub. Ion the secretary. I ner.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots and
shoes and save money. tf
Ask to see the "Byron Roll" the
very latest in gentlemen's cohere-
To be had only at Bassevr & Co.
Mrs. M. N Roach is very ill at the
reddence of Mr. C. M. Meacham on
Main street.
Kraver & Harris have purchated
and will keep in stock the largest and
most complete assortment of foreign
anti domestic liquors and cigars ever
handled by any house in llopkime
The court allowed J. W. Broadue,
of Erin, Tenn., 450 for the arrest and
delivery of Tetieten, the horeethief,
who was elected by twelve of his
countrymen to serve five years in the
institution at Frankfort.
Historic Families of Kentucky.
I Robert Clarke &Co. have reeently! published for Thomas Marshall eireeu
!the first series of his "Historic
Families of Kentucky." The printer
and the publisher have done well and
their work is quite in keeping .w4th
the matter comprising the first in-
stallment of an undertaking which,
whatever may be its reception at the
hands of the public to-day, Is des-
tined at astute future time to la- an in-
dispensable work in the home of
every true Kentuckian who loves
his elate and reveres the memory of
the noble line of ancestors whose
liven and deeds are here recorded.
Tolniveo
The *ales of this Week evinced
no intention op the part of tobacco to
'decline. On the other hand,t here are
! indications of an intention on the
! part of good tobacco, at least, to go
forward. bugs, eommon leaf and
!leaf out of order-the last not being
!as scarce as it ought to be-remain
!essentially unehanged. The nigh
priers paid for the higher grade's,
amounting in one instance to $15.00,
not only answers all objections to the
Hopkinsville market but addresses
itself to the understanding of the
farmers, and raises the question, why
is it that a hogsheal of tobacco sells
Like a certain article for the protiuc- readily for fifteen dollars per hundred
tiou of which the fame of our state is while other tobaccos; not only front
world-wide, it will ripen and season other parts of the same district but
and grow better and more valuable from the same neighborhood, are a
as time rolls on. drug on the market at prices enor-
With these great words of Clad- mously below those figures? A prae-
stone constantly before him, "No ticable answer to this query will go
greater calamity can happen to a far towards the solution of the quele
people than to break utterly with the tiou of low prices and unreinunera-
past," Col. Green has heroically ap- tive fanning and materially enhance
plied himself to the task of forging a the value of farm labor.
chain which is to link our own hearts The sales for the week as per the
to the 'gifted spirits of former inspector's report aggregate but little
thnes." He has set about the great loss than last week. Prices may be
work with courage equal to the quoted as follows:
undertaking and in the face of many Lugs, el 
obstacles has given us the first series. Lee reel
It evinces the most careful study, Le:Irr. OI
llIlIiOfl
the most patient and accurate atten- u.„1-„,„fid ..
tion to minutiae relating to the selections
genealogy of the families treated, and
unlike other works of its nature the
narrative never grows tiresome. We
never entirely lose sight of the au-
thor in perusing his pages. His own
originality or perhaps eccentricity is
never lost to the reader, however en-
tertaining may be the biography.
This may or may not be a fault. It
certainly lends a charm to the pages
of this work.
Col. Green's style is strong, terse
and vigorous, and his diction pure
and wholesome. He is a ripe scholar
with-a wealth of information at his
command and a boundless store of
knowledge pertaining to those of
whose history he treats. He has evi-
dently inherited a more than ordina-
ry share of prejudice and makes no
effort to conceal it. But this does not
detract from the iuterereat of the nar-
rative. One can not help thinking as
he reads this work that Col. Green
has devoted his life to the aecumula-
tion of the information essential to its
success. His knowledge of teeny of
the people who live on his pages dates
back into the seventeenth century
where he finds their ancestors "ranged
beside the Canipbells under the lead-
ership of the chiefs of that name, in
the struggles so replete with deeds
of crime and heroism, of oppression
and stubborn resistance, which had
their fruit in the overthrow of the
right line of the Stuarts."
Over the ocean he brings those
worthy children of an illustrious an-
cestry with their "rudiments of Re-
publieanium," their proud hearts
pregnant with the germ that later
burst into Republican action. These
men are the pioneers of the Valley of
Virginia giving to the communities
which they settled "their own dis-
tinguishing characteristics." Col.
Green traces the descendants of these
pioneers of the valley through all of
the subsequent years and events.
He follows them over the fields of the
revolution and finds them ever at the
front honored and trusted. He
goes with them to the plains of Mexi-
co through the ehapparal and up the
mountain steeps. He leaves them
dead on the dark banks of the "mel-
ancholy Raisin." These were the
men whom "Washington trusted in
times which tried wens' souls."
These were the men upon wliom "I,ee
and the Confederacy leaned as upon
a 'strong right arm.' " In civil life
wherever they may be they stand
forth fully as prominent, great citi-
zens as well as great soldiers.
"Wherever these people have
gone," says Col. Cfreen, "their places
have been in front and those places
were taken without other aid than
the brain and worth of the men to
whom they were conceded."
All of them he says in conclusion,
quoting the words of another "were
-clausmen of an antique type, Calvin-
ists of the strictest sect, and in their
social characteristics Virginietne to
the manner born."
If the work which is to follow comes
up to that which has been completed
its usefulness and sale will not be con-
fined to this state.
RonenT ita ewe'.
••••
News items.
Ex-Congressman Laffoon, of Mad-
isonville, has been tendered a law
partnership at Pierre, South Dakota,
that would enable him to grow rich
rapidly. But he has not yet accepted
nor declined.
Mrs. W. H. Elgin, of near Fair-
view, who las been visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. P. A. Cushman, of thle city,
for several weeks past, has returned
to her home, accompanied by her
sister, Mrs. Noe Dills.
Heti. Jefferson Davis, in a
letter from Beauvoir, Miss., pro-
nounces the story now in circulation
that the Southern Confederacy eon-
template(' a union of church and
eats., silly and absurd.
Reports are received from different
seetloas of the state to the effect that
mad dogs are more numerous than
ever known before. Hart and Mercer
counties are especially infested with
them, and they are doing an incon-
ceivable amount of harm.
A special from Maysville, Ky., says
the efforts made to reduce the tobacco
crop in Mason and adjoining counties
this year are having the desired ef-
fect. A great many of time large to-
bacco-growers have signified their in-
tention to reduce their acreage one
half, and many of the small raisers
of the weed have abandoned the crop
on account of prevailing low prices
and dull home market for other crops
that promise a readier market with
quicker returns. There is a great
deal of tobacco in the county carried
over from last year remaining unsold.
News for Kentuckians&
WAsioNoTox, March 21.-General
Eakin, of Louisville, is here, sup-
posted to be in the interest of his son,
who wants to be superintendent of
the Louisville canal, and his son-In-
law, Hon. A. E. Willson, who seeks
the district attorneyehip of Ken-
tucky.
E. P. MeAdams, the circuit clerk
of Hancock county, is here, a candi-
date for pension examiner for Ken-
tucky.
Hon. William Brown, of Nicholas-
elite, is here, asking for to be made
revenue:collector of his district.
S. C. Elliott, of Louisville, is here
seeking the appointment of the Rose-
bud Indian Agency, worth $2,200.
The agent also has 115 appointments
to fill under him.
• -44Siso• •••
illed By a Shoe Eyelet.
'Tot iSTE it, 0., March 21-Jacob
"errell, aged 64 years, returning
rout a recent trip had one of his feet
lieeorne Fiore from an abrasion of the
skin on the instep caused by a brass
eyelet of his shoe .working loose and
rubbing his foot. Blood-poisoning
set in and has just resulted in death
••••101•••-----.
Terrible.
Two-thirds of all deaths in New
York City are from consumption or
pneumonia. The same proportim
holds for most other cities. Delays
are dangerous. Dr. Ackertit English
Remedy for Consumption will always
relieve, and may save your life. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
$ 1 50 to VS
2 25 to 21
26 to 4 75
.... 5 OD to 7 In
.... 7 ZitoW50
  
IC (C to 15 On
Sales by Abernathy & Co. of 18
hogsheads March 20, as follows:
7 hilds. common to good lugs from
$1 75 to 300.
11 hlide. common to medium leaf,
$4 00 to 6 35.
Itanberry & Slayer report the sale
of 25 !needles& of tobacco:
6 Weise medium leaf from $5 00 to
8 00.
blithe common -leaf, $4 25 to 5 00-.
11 blithe medium huge, $206 to 3 85.
Good demand for fine tobacco or
medium tobacco in tine order. Mar-
ket a shade stronger.
Sides by Hancock, Hellions & Co.
of the Gracey warehouse, Clarksville,
for the week ending March 14, '80, of
147 hogsheads as follows:
50 hhds. good and tine leaf, $13 00,
1300, 1300, 1225, 1225, 12 25 1225,
1225, 12 25, 1225, 1225, 1200, 11 50,
11 25, 1025, 10 25, 10 25, 10 25, 10 25,
1025, 1025, 10 25, 10 25, 10 25, 1000,
1000, 10 Ot) 1000, 10 00, 9 00, 0(10, 1475,
8 75, 8 75, 8 00, Off, 8 00, 800, 7 75, 750,
7 76
' 
760, 7 25, 7 80, 7 2.5,7 00, 7 26, 7 00,
7 00, 7 00, 7 00.
72 Ws. sommon to medium leaf,
$4 26 to 6 95.
25 LAWN. common to good lugs,
$1 50 to 400.
We have a good demand for good
and fine tobacco, at very satisfactory
prices, while the common and medi-
um grades are very unsatiefactoly to
sellers, and prices a shade easier than
last week. Medium and good lugs
sold satisfactorily, with an advance
of 1.1 cent. Our offerings were com-
posed largely of mixed, badly assort-
ed tobacco that could be greatly im-
proved, and it would pay sellers to
assort and handle better.
Sales by Hancock, Helium; & Co.,
Clarksville, March 12th and 13th, of
122 hogsheads tobacco as follows:
49 hints. medium and tine leaf,
$13 00, 13 00, 1200, 11 25, 8 75, 8 75,
8 75, 8 00, 8 00, 5 00, 7 HO, 7 76 7 60,
7 80, 7 00, 6 95, 6 90, 6 95, 5 50, 6 10,
610, 6 10, 6 90, 600, 690, 650, 686,
000, 610, 680, 690, 640, 670, ti 80,
600, 6 00, 6 70, 6 75, 6 30, 6 50, 6 30,
010, 6 30, 6 90, 6 10, 600, 600.
45 hlids. low and corn. leaf, $4 00 to
5 75.
214- Wide coin, and good lugs, $1 60 to
4 00.
WATER WolitK8.
The City Decides to Build Her Own-
A Survey to he Made.
At the last regular meeting of the
city council a committee consisting of
0. S. Brown, F. W. Dabney and M.
C. Forbes wan appointed to examine
into the practicability of building
water-works. On last Monday the
council was called together by the
chairman to hear the report of said
committee and also to consider fur-
ther the water-works question. Af-
ter hearing the report the council
agreed through the committee to en-
gage a competent hydraulic engineer
to make a survey of the city, together
with a eurvey of the adjacent streams,
the character and volume of the wa-
ter supply to be included in the in-
vestigation, also to include the plant
for reservoir and the approximate
cost of such work. It was also unan-
imously agreed that the city build
her own water-works.
The question was then discussed at
some length as to the way means
should be raised to build water-works.
The most practical way as thought by
the council was for the city to Issue
bonds of a sufficient amount to pay
for same. But the lawyers on said
board were of the opinion that such
bonds cannot be issued so as to make
them have virtue only by an enabling
act of the legislature. Therefore the
preliminary 8urvey will be made,
giving all necessary information on
the subject, and by that time the leg-
islature will be in session and will be
relied on for the grant of such power.
•-••-•••■•• 
Rookies» Cements Neon.
Rookie" County Hostler.
George F. Fowler and family and
Theodore Jones left for Arizona
Territory where they will make their
home in the future.
TIme board of directors of time Hop-
kins County Fair Company met and
elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: J. 11. Harvey, presi-
dent; J.0. Morton, vice-premident;
M. W. Bishop, secretary; Casper
Harrig, treasurer; J. H. laineford,
marshal and .general manager. The
time fixed for holding thenext fair is
September 25 to :Nth inclusive.
Hopkins county last season pro-
dueed about 7,000,000 pounds of to-
biters), a crop that be exeeteled by not
more than a half dezen eounties in
the United States. Now why is it
that we do not have a wurehouse (es-
tablished at this p/aee? We ('an't
see why it would not do as well for a
tobaeco market us Hopk HitiVil le.. We
have the tobacco and with a proper
effort could get the buyers.
AD,
Dr. T. W. Forsitee.
This eminent specialist of the Cof-
fee Medical Institute, of Louisville,
made his regular monthly visit as
advertised. Ile has quite. a number
of patients ender treatment, and
many new ones called and consulted
the doctor while here, some of whom
he would not undertake on account
of being incurable. The people in this
section who have had dealings with
him speak in high terms of the doe-
tor as a specialist, and we have no
doubt but what upon his visit in
April he will be crowded with pa-
tients from this and adjoining coun-
ties. Ile is considering the advisa-
bility of making a two or three days
stay affer his next visit. As a phy-
sician he comes with the highest rec-
ommendations, and invites all to visit
the institute, when in Louisville.
A Deserved Compliment.
Park City Times:
As usual, Dr. Rodman, superinten-
dtbut of the insane Asylum at Hop-
kinsville, ham demonstrated the fact
that he is the right man in the right
place. Nearly one thousand patients
have been treated during the year,
and so admirably was the institution
managed that Dr. Ro(tman- returned
to the state treasurer $10,000 of the
money appropriated for conducting
It. The truth of the business is Dr.
Rodman is one of the best and griefs
set men in Kentucky, and everybody
who knows him is aware of it.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
' Kraver & Harris' grand opening
Saturday, March 30th. Everybotl)
be on hand.
. All wool tailor-made
at Frankel's,
$2.50c.
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There is joy in store for all who at-
tend Kraver & Harris' grand opening.
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The best of liquors of all kinds at
K RAVER tit HARRIS'
Notice of Dissolution.
The partnership heretofore existing
between the undersigned under the
firm name of !Reliant* & Green,
grocers, HopkinsvIlie, Ky., has this
day been dipotolved by mutual eon-
sent. Tilt. undersigned John Rich-
ards having wild 1116 interest In the
partnership business assets to Wm.
it. Nourse, the new firm of Green &
Nourse will collect all debts due to
the 'old firm and pay all claims
against it. ThomAm GREEN, Jr.
March 16, '811 JoHN W. RICIIARInt.
All persons having claims against
me are requested to present them to
me for payment.
JOHN W. RICHARDS.
J.
merce
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C. Robertson, teacher of com-
in South Kentucky college,
teaching a chow in book-
Monday night, March Iri.
desiring to enter would do well to
on him at the college or at the
house at 7 o'clock, p. in.
Marls (141.
you want your piescrip-
carefully and accurate-
compounded, take them to
A: Burnett. None but
and fresh drugs used.
Blue Gnaws.
George Maekey is prepared to do
Bluegrass welding and whitewashing
on short notice. Satisfaction guaran-
teed.
NEW FIRM
The undersigned, successors to the
late firm of Richards a I ireeti, of the
"Red Front Grocery," respectfully
solicit the patronage of the public at
their stand, corner of Ninth and Vir-
ginia. Everything in the grocery
line at bottom prices. With thanks
for past favors we are, very respect-
fully, 4 ;KEEN & .S.01' USE.
Max Solomon & Co.'s Soda Foun-
tain iiip now in full blast. Pure fruit
syrups of all kinds.
A light second hand barouche for
sale cheap, at Ducker's.
- -
train st tatz.
•
OS •
1 '
-
..
e
Corner Virginia and Eighth streets
Keeps a 'till line of horses and
vehicles, also proprietor
CITY TRANSFER LINE•
Carriages, buss, and transfer wagon
MEET ALL TRAINS.
Passengers and baggage carried to
and from all trains to
ANY PART OF THE CITY. ,
Leave orders at stable. Telephone
76.
oft
PREERRED LOCALS.
Great pants sale at Frank-
el's, Monday, March 25th.
J. W. SLAUGHTER. J. W. McCULLOCII.
Retail Price List
-
SLAUGHTER & MrCULLOCH,
No. 2Ie Main street, at Railroad,
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.
On receipt of price we will ship to
your address the following:
NKR GAL. Pk* (IA
2-year Davies* Conn- 4-year Dachas COUll-
ty Whisky . 1 Th tj Whisky gt 1*1
8-year Davies. Conn- "Kentucky Moon-
ty Whisky Fd it shine".
10-year INiviess Conn- I is-year Noses. coun-
ty Whelk  my Whisky Ft et1
Blackberry '41 lid, $1 MI
Jugs 10c per gal. extra. Bottles bc extra.
Boxes 26c extra.
Goods always shipped by return
train on day ordered. Remit by reg-
istered letter or P. 0. order, and
prompt delivery and perfect satisfac-
title is guaranteed.
SLAUGHTER & MC-i.!ULIAX*11,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
-Dr. T. iiii.FORSHE
--SENIOR PHYSICIAN OFTilE-
Ooffea Medical Institute,
WO Fifth Avenue, Louisville, Ky., wiii 'sit
Hopkinaville at the Platinix Hotel,
Sailliclay,April 6t11:89
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., one day only, and re-
turn every four weeks.
The Coffee Medieal Institute was organized
Nlarch 1st, 1,944, according to the laws of Ken-
tucky, with $5,010 capital. anti with a full
Corps of lipecialista,represent itig every branch
of Medical Surgery. "I'ltey have since that
time had Lais patients apply! ng for t reat ment.
Id that number 4st5 were turned away as in-
curable. tif the number left there have been
796 discharged secured, leaving :MO patients
under their treatment
Dr. T. W. Forshee represents the isepart-
menu of Diseases of Women and Diseases of
the Rectum and Bowels. Having many pa-
tients in this vertical under treatnient, tie has,
at their solicitation decided to make these
visits. He treats Iditeastes of Women, Fail of
the Womb, performs Surgical I tot-rations per-
taining to the Womb and Ovaries, Dieesseaof
the Rectum, Plies, Prolapamo of the
Rectum and Tumors of the Beetum.
HERNIA OR RUPTURE
cured by a New and Painless Method In ten
days. without the tine of truss or knife-guar-
antees a radical cure in every ease.
Deformities, Club Feet, Ctirvature of the
Spine, Paralysis, and all Brain and Nerve
Troubles Cured. Removes Stone from the
Bladder. and cures all Kidney- and Bladder
Troubles.
CATARRH!
s .f the Eye, Ear. Nose, Throat and
Lungs, Dyspepsia, Epilepsy or Fn. cured.
Toeing awn and middle-aged men
Suffering from Spermatorriven and Impo-
tancy, as the result of self-abuse III youth. or-
excess in matured years, and other causes.
producing some of the following effects, as
emissions, blotches, debility, nervousness,
dizziness, confusion of ideas, aversion to so-
ciety, defective memory and sexual exhaust-
ion, which unfit the victim for business or
marriage, are permanently cured by remedies
not Itri.niFuorit:I g.tuee will nay to the physicians of
Donk ISSV lite that any came of Rupture or Fis-
tula, or any Surgical operation they may
wish performed, that he comes fully prepared
anti they 'than be treated with due courtesy.
Consultation Free.
Remember the date and send word to your
sick neighbor-it may say his life.
T. W. FORSHEK, M. D..
520 Fifth Ave., Louisville, Ky.
detdc_tw-ti1
Real Estate,
Coll,ctino and
Insurance Agents.
FARMS.
We have for sale and rent
veral well improved farms,
nd will sell at a bargain on
asy terms.
Houses and Lots.
Some very desirable im-
proved and unimproved lots,
which are good and safe in-
vestments, and can be bought
reasonable.
COLLECTING.
We pay especial attention
to this branch. All claims
entrusted to us receive
prompt attention, and money
remitted on day collected.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected:
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Wallace.
ger Office in rooms lately occu-
pied by post-olllee.
Hopkinsvins - - Ky
Edward Jesup,
Of Westeliester Co., N. Y.,
And His Descendants.
1649-1887.
'sit oei-e istok oi Co.
. of
Families of Every Name
deseetiiiisi from tb. This
w,irk is iif i. -1 :di iii he state
who are descend:oh' - .1
James Edward Jesup,
one of Ole pion. er settlers of Kent to
Price 4.1.311 post-paid. Address
REV. HENRY G. JESUP,
d-oawaw-hn Dartmouth College,
Hanover, liewlianipshlre.
•
••••
Mem' fine Shoes
:0:
There is nothing bought or sold to-day in this country
aboat which there is less actual knowledge of the cost or
value b3 the consumer himself, than shoes. So true is this
that tradespeople, as a rule, make large profits on shoes to
make up the lesses sustained by their credit busines. Our
business being
Strictly Cut sila.
and having no such losses to make up, we have put in a
nice line of gents' fine shoes and have marked them at
such prices as have aever been known in this city. We are
offering a good solid shoe
Worth $1 75 for $1 25
" 225 " 15...
250 " 200
A Genuine Calf, All Solid Leather
Shoe, Sold Everywhere as a Bargain at
$3 00, Our Price for 2 Weeks $2 25.
We will sell genuine haw: sewed (we mean both inner
and outer seams being sewed by hand and offer a reward
of one hundred dollais to any one who can prove that it is
not true) fine calf shots on latest style lasts for $4 00.
Same class of goods have ben selling in this city for 15 50
and 16 00. We guarantee you a saving of 10 to 15 per
cent. on your shoes.
Call and see them at the one-price-to-all-alike-marked-
in-pin-figures-no-jewing-or-dickering house.
J. IL Anderson & Co.
Class Corner.
EXCELSIOR PLANING MILLS
.4flia\TI)
Wagon Factory.
Seeds.
Field seeds of all kinds, such as Clover, Blue
Grass, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Northern Oats,
Red Top, Rye, Stock Peas, etc.
Implements
Corn Planters and Check Rowers,Corn Drills,
Horner Wheelbarrow seeders, Cahoon seeders,
Wallace Broad Cast Hand seeders, Disc har-
rows,Iron Duke harrows, wood frame harrows,
Sterling harrows.
Pir-i W •
We have in stock two carloads of steel, east and chilled plows. Special
attention is invited to the Avery,ileilman, South Bend aud Illou.nt "True
Blue" plows. These are w about question the leading plows on this market
and we give full -intarantee on every plow. We keel, a full line of repairs
of all eons for these plows.
Z4=1S=reedIZ=MS.,
we a- in soreinue totistene the 4,4. torahs! toranols o of " llo I ea.!" and Thompoua a Ed-
anis." Fertillger• for cont. wheat and tolgieeo.
i-3.6.1S1•T=SS.
We haves full and complete line of wagon harness, plow gea., buggy harness. collars
1111,11106, traces, breast chat ii... back bands, lap edict., whips, etc., at priees to suit the times.
M.A..12BIB=7:.) 7.7•7=1S=.
Just received two carloads of the celebrated "'Glidden" thickset barbed wire. Warranted
the hest I,, the Vnited States. This is the only wire galvanised by the potent conUnnoas
prowess. warranted never No rust 11,if cornet,'. We also keep wire stretchers and pliers.
Eimcxrb c313rco.
J. II. lilt KNI.t N. Presbicht. W..1. E EBERT. See. and Mas
"The Owensboro,"
MA11102%4lured by the OW I.NS110ItO WAGIrN CO., 4/W EN iltO, KY
For durability. elegant aptiearance and lightness of draft the twensistro farm wagons.
carts anti drays iliaN a 10 e•ill411. They are the lightest running warm. in the world. They
arc MIMI*. Of the best 14.11. 11121111er In the country. Every port am of the wood work is
made waterproof by ittifiti saturating in boiling linseed oil Every portion is thorough-
ly anti all gea d. o im e brneed wove iron. brine used 111015 than on any ut her
wagoon on the inttrkeL The laxitt-s are Inittie of the best elotr. seasoned lumber, well braced.
alla 'mint ell, iota( an' tOliglItY1 Unit ge sive] anti will hi .1.1 II grain hi bulk. All work
:tit:it:I' For catalogue alai pries address. "I INV EN SHOW W1440N t
'o. "
OW EN SliOitti, KY.
'CUB Tha CO NT ALM' !
Garnd Display.
Never equaled in the South Prices lower than ever
hafore! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's China Hall,
90 N. College S treet. NASHVILLE
, Tenn
W. G. WHEELER. W. H. FAX0N. Bonk-keeper. .1010e W. 
MILL
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tobaico Warehasemen, Commission lierchants and Grain Dealers,
SEVENTH AND R. R. STS., HOPK1NSV1LLE, KY.
I Liberal Advances on Consignment& All Tobaboo Sent as Covered by 
Ineuraa
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Cough Medicine.
If you have a Cough
Without disease of the
Lunge, a few doses are alt
you need. But if yoa ne-
glect this eaey means of
satiety, the slight Cough
may become a serious
matter, and several bot-
tles will be required.
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The BITYMBEI' °VIDA is
issued March and Dept,
sack year. It is an eney-
O
clopedia of useful infor-
mation for all who put*-,
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of lit.. We
man you sad furnish you with
all ribenoverisary and unnecessary
arnallamma to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flak, bunt, work, go to church.
or stay at home, and In various sizes.
styles and quantities. Just figure out
whet is required to do all these things
CellilliTAILY. and you Gan make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYER'S'
017IDS, whlok will be sent upon
recto pt of 10 estate to pay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD& CO.
Mielugan • venue. Chicaft0.111-
A. pure extract from the yellow pine of the
South. Cures Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
Toothache. Earache. Sprains., Swelling. Ring-
worms. Frostbites. Skin Eruptions, all Throat
and Cheat _Affections, etc , and a great relief
to consumptives. If used according to direc-
tions and fails to give sattsfact ion after a suf-
ficient teat Is made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Price 50 cents. For sale by
Wyly & Burnett. 6. E. chooser. It. B. (ismer,
Buckner Lear ell and R. E. Christian, Hop-
kinav ilk, Ky.
At wholesale by Berry, Demoville & Co..
24sahville, Tenn.
Manufactured only by
s. taliratt.. Morey.
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BALTIMORE, Mo., Jan. :13th 1887.
I have been a sufferer for six years
1 with Catarrh, Ulcerated Sore 
Throat
SallipIC 
1100111I was 
 
tpetas
d Rheumatism of the Chest, from
We have fitted up room No 105
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the finest
stocks of new style furniture ever
handled in this city. We handle all
grades from the best to the cheapest.
We are making a specialty of Fine
Red-room and Parlor seta, Sofas,
Loueges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Racks, Sideboards, Fancy
Plush and 'Willow Rockers. We also
have a full line of New Wardrobes,
Dining Chairs, Bedsteads, Cradles,
Centre tables, Mattresses, Safes and
everything carried in a large whole-
sale and retail house. We cannot ex-
pect to walk right into business un-
less we otter some extra inducement.
So we will say to one and all, conic
examine our
We will sell you the best quality of
goods for lees money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or any other large city. We will
not allow
Prices
item. About four weeks ago
sing the Botanic Blood Balm
store, No. s North street, Baltimore.
I went in and consulted your agent
about my case. He gave me one of
your B. B. B. "Book of Wonders,"
which 1 read. I called in a few days
afterward and got a bottle of your
Botanic Blood Balm-B. B. B. I am
now on the third bottle and will say
that I have felt a marked improve-
ment since the third day after com-
mencing to use your medicine. I now
have no trouble from my throat and
have improved so much in every way
that I am satisfied that by the use of
your medicine I will soon be all
right.
I have taken many and some good
prescriptions and medicines for this
trouble, but 1 think your B. II B.
the best remedy I have had, awl I
cheerfully recommend your "Botanic
Blood Rahn" to the public as the
quickest and best Blood remedy I
have found, after six long years of
search for health.
Very respectfully-yours.
JOSEPH W. FLOWERS.
210 Slept mors Alley.
ONE HOT LE DID IT- BOW% CURED
A1411 'MALIK RLSTURED.
B. B B. Co., ATLANTA, GA.:
GENTS.-My sister Was afflicted for
a number of years with bolls scattered
about all over her person. They
would make their appearance every
spring, and last through the summer
and until late in the fall. Her health
was sadly impaired, losing flesh and
, strength every day; in tact, they were
sapping her life. I 'rave her one bottle
of B. B. B., and the effect was like
magic, producing a complete ewe and
resettling her health. To-day she
perfectly sound and her health fully
I restored. It is without doubt thebeet and most valuable Blood Purifier
now on the market. Yours, etc.,
D. M. MeRAe.
to interfere if we can please you in Waynesboro, Miss., July 14,1577:
our goods. Allow us to offer many
thanks for your past patronage,which
we have enjoyed. We will do our
best to merit a continuance of the
same.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
and META LIC
('OF FINS
and CASKETS,
And can furnish them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr A. W.
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
attend to all funerals entrusted to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
CHESAEAKE ,` 1 10
-AND-
S mania. Co
aousnern "rink Line through t
VIRCINIA
Washington
Baltimore and
Western Seaboard
Cities.
Direct Route
To 'Memphis,
  New Orleans,
The fall term will open August 27, 1694, with
°full faculty. Special care to pupils desiring
n enter the classes in Elocution. Music, Art,
s d Modern Languages. Call at College or
ddreat J. W. itellTLHapkinsville Ky
- • ad All Pointe ds-
kansas and
Tleougit Ttekets are In.. on dais. Callon or
address
W. J. FULLER,
INFORMA.ION.
All who desire full information
about the cause and cure of Blood
Poisons, Scrofula and Scrofulous
Swellings, ricers, Sores, Rheumatism
Kidney Complaints, Catarrh, etc., can
secure by mail, free, a copy of our
32-page Illustrated Book on Wonders,
filled with the most wonderful and
staitling proof ever before known.
Address,
I3Loon BALK Co., AD:ants, Ga.
utt's Pill
stimulate* the torpid liver. strength. 1
eats the digestive orgavoi. regulates the
bbaels, pud are unequaled as as
DOWN A CHIMNEY
it Would-he Murderer Goeu to t‘stile
Mit a Heine!' Deed.
One day last week, says the Hen-
derson (Header, Jones, alias
Aivee, colored, went to the
;David Bunks farm, out on the Zion
pike, and operated by Mr. Thomas
Hall, and during the time became
Involved in a difficulty with a colored
'woman named Rhoda Gardener. He
'became so violent that Mr. Hall
found it necessary to eject him from
the premises. Before going, howev-
er, he stated his determination to
kill the woman and serve out the re-
mainder of his dap; in the state's
prieon.
True to his word, he returned Sat-
urday morning about 1:30 o'clock to
the cabin of the woman and, finding
the door and windows fastened,
climbed to the roof and, swinging
himself into the chimney, started
down. A boy sleeping in the room
heard him and, getting up, starred for
the door to give the alarm. Before,
however, getting the door open the
scoundrel had gotten to the floor of
the room, and with bludgeon in hand,
knocked the boy down and then
turned his attention to the woman.
He struck her over the head one or
more licks, cutting a terrible gash,
but before he could ooroplete the
killing which he intended the boy
had given the alarm and Mr. Hell
was on the way to the scene of murder.
The negro, fearing arrest or being
killed by Mr. Hall, made his escape.
When • • loot
When she s fled for 4 1144111M
*belt *be 'weenie slums she clung to Laateris,
Irma gasbag chile:ea, •••••• s,sve Ural esstoris
--
Little River.
Miss Ella Cason has who been very
Ill for the past two weeks is convales-
cent.
Johnnie Gray is confined to his
room from a hurt which he received
last week.
Stephen !Johnson, of Beverly, Robt.
Cason and Mine Fannie Leavell, of
your city, spent e few days last week
'WW1 *fal; gRa!
Miss 44rIe ShaW_I Ptiri'leis, is
teeehiaif school et SoPky Mann,
Mee Annie May Willis Pfliecieillffi
a few friends Saturday evening.
Mrs. M. E. Hays, Mrs. Laura Bur-
ris and her daughter, Marian, spent
reCOKUtaeri • aill..Jey 1.41, 4r. ,
FTWAY With Mr. !Jqhn M. Barrow, in1,1 malarial distrieta their *Milli.- nee
properi ie.. in freeing': • •• Your '"7,
f ravel that poison. Elenan" 41 Rev. D. J. Cochran wilt till his ap-
remccd. Dose *goal*. !Price.
Sold Everywhere. 
pointertent the 4th Sunday at Little
Office, 44 Murray St., New York.
DETECTIVES
W.tate.1 in every canety. Shrewd rico to net mid,
inet rue( isos4 Is our 1E4.'44 prryi }\ucr-i, e.r. not
e55.1rr. The lertergelssur.
paperish thelturer, u,rtrntainoi, or I
Noe: ro Tot I. Ir. • f:je;.r. •
rfdit dl e'ir gefeCr1"d 'te
80 VTR BOPNB,
San. Mixed.
Leaves Owensboro I:40 p, a. 0:00 •. a.
Leaves Central City 4:25 p m. 9:50 a. in.
Arrives at Russell,. ille 6:5.1 p. m. 1:15 p. m.
Leaves Russellville . 10.90 a. rin
)8.40 p. o
ern vet at Adairville  111.00 a. in.
/7 SO p a.
if °ant BOUND.
1.4111•09 Adair:14e  15.Rn a. 111
1 .7, .te) a. m
Arrives at Rusaellville  111 22 p zu.
14.00 p.
Leavai Russellville . TM a... 8.26 a. a.
...eaves Central City II OS a. ni 1.50 p. to
Arrives at Owensboro 10.45 a. m. 4.45 p. m.
J. T HARAHAN, Gen. Man'gr, teueiviiss.
R. H. MANN Supt.
ouensis.cs. Ks
Picador Turns Critic ailit
Deals i unierciful blows.
River church.
4 testi Story.
The child coughed. The mother ran
No remedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead
Moral: Always keep Dr. Acker's
English Remedy at hand. Sold by
H. B. Garner.
Metlellen Springs.
This place hie obaugeti hiapi4e ;Wain
Mr. Marion Lacy is the perchaser
now and will move here in the fall.
Charley Powell went to your city
and sold his tobacco and left for parts
unknown.
MIS* Dom Seupders has returned
home aft, a two week& visit at
Church Hill.
Mrs. Mary Woodford and Mrs.
Myde Woodford, are both very sick.
I am sorry to say that Mrs. Mary
Shaw is no better.
DAN.
Why Women Fade.
Women lose their beauty beeseee
colds undermine their life. Dr.Aoker'e
English Remedy for Consumption is
an absolute cure for colds. Sold by H.
B. Garner.
MVX IT.E3 clan N I
ESTABLISHED :1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TI CHICIC=RIINTG- PLANO
Kra,nich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and Kurtzmann Pianos.
4
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers.
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH NIXON.
WARREN DREEN'S NEW BOOK
LITERALLY PLUCKED
TO PIECES.
Natural Gas fell Louisville and
Many &petits She 51 ill
Derive From It.
Coal Soot the Fruitful Cause of Vim:
sumption and Catarrh-bouts-
•Ille's Rig Fire and the En-
terprise gf the Isisieot.
Special Corremsoidence of the Now ERA.
Louisvir.Le, March 15.-Nobody
having a complete library of dime
novels of the well-remembered Beadle
variety should .be without Warren
Green's much heralded and be-praised
Kentucky novel. It supplements,
rounds out and completes, so to speak,
that literary cycle which began with
"The Outlaw's Cave," and closed
with "Silverheela, the Delaware."
True, Mr. Green's novel does not deal
with Indians or Indicted outlaws, but
Its characters are on the same moral
and literary plane. It professes to
deal with the very crown diamonds of
Kentucky society, the characters bear
the oldest and moot celebrated Ken-
tucky names and the story was writ-
ten by one who has moved in Louis-
ville society (Op malty years. Out-
eiders
-the barberiana who populate
other stater in the union-have every
surface reason fur aocepting "A Blue-
grass Thoroughbred" as a sort of
revelatiou of Kentucky society hand-
ed down from a mount of authority.
They will be surprised to discover,
therefore, that out of half a dozen
Kentucky women who figure in the
novel, one matron eloped from her
husband, another violated her mar-
riage vows without elopement, a Olin!
stood ready for ithnost anything but
lacked the man with nerve to bear
her off to Troy, while a foerth was a
fashionable girl with an enormous
capacity to lie and flirt end the
others were ithedowe. The oily re-
Tet,tablt) WP14444 44 1114 13'01414 hl
New vorig girl, if the ladles seem to
have tracmithely lineage to flabylou,
the men are, if ppesible, worse. They
are seducers, horse-jockeys, idiots
and impoesibles. Wickliffe Brecken-
ridge, the 'dhorongithred'i is the
typical hem with a "curling mus-
tache" who kills a nigger aul marries
the illegitimate: daughter of a New
York railroad wrecker. there are
murder* galore in the book, kisses
that would make a respectable woman
shudder with shame for her sex and
a general conglomeration of slang,
bad grammar, -worse taste and red
fire that would inspire the habitues of
the Buckingham theater with wildest
enthusiasm. It is astonishing that
this sort of stuff can be printed and
sent out as a reflex of Kentucky so-
ciety without meeting with a prdtest
from the press. Of course Mr. Green
has no literary reputation to give the
dot* solidity, but he belongs toe well-
known Kentucky family and occu-
pied the position of I% S. Consul to
Kanagawa, and the notoriety attach-
ing to him end Cie remarkable en-
dersetnents he has received from the
Louisville press and public will lead
the outside barberlaus to suppose he
speaks by the card. Mr. Watterson
and many other prominent persons
called on him to lecture, Mayor Jacob
Introduced him to the audience and
the papers treated his appearance as
an important event, It therefore
seems proper fur these mouthpieces
to declare that the people Mr. Green
has described in hie novel art not
those usually received ia any respect-
able drawing room in Kentucky.
***
It 18 iistonishing that no eovelist
has ever risen to fame upon the ma-
terial °fibre(' for story writing iu Ken-
tucky. It is more astonishing that it0
few have ever tried it. (iarrard,
itoelicastle, Madison, Estill and all
that group of Counties In Central
Kentucky &retell of traditions of the
most heroic and picturesque kind and
Frenfort is literally built upon them
The biteegress counties all afford foils
In a luxueloue cis4il4fiap ppd in the
produotion of types at ones vigorous,
bold and charaeteristio. The only
actually true glimpse of life in Ken-
tucky that has been written by any
famous author is given In the pre-
liminary pages of "Uncle Tom's Cab-
in." Mrs. Stowe recognized at once
the kindliness, the generosity and
gentleness of the better class of Ken-
tuckians and in order to place Uncle
Toni amid the horrorsehe had in view
was compelled to. sell him out of the
state under a necessity at once terri-
ble and unavoldeble: It is only a
glimpse she gives of Kentucky, it is
true, and of old Kentucky as it was
Influenced by the institution of sla-
very alone, but there is not a stroke
of the brush that le not truthful, even
to that final touch where she makes
young George Shelby go to Arkansas
and vainly attempt to save Uncle Tom
from his dreadful fate. The denun-
ciation he hurls at Uncle Tom's per-
secutor is to the huit characteristic of
the true blue Kentuckian. The true
Kentuckian is not a bluegrass thor-
oughbred; he is made of sterner and
more purposeful stuff. When the
Kentucky novelist does come along
he will have his hands full of materi-
al and a virgin field over which to
drive his chariot to fame.
ftit•
The approach of natural gas to
Louisville has sent pipe-line stock
booming. A small amount of it was
sold last fall at 25 cents on the dollar,
to enable the company to carry out
preesing plans, and it is now quoted
at 40 cents without a foot of gas hav-
ing been delivered. None of the
company's stock le now for sale and
the capitalists who backed the pro-
ject will probably jrnake a great deal
of money. It hail ibeen rumored that
the Standard OK Company furn-
ished the money to build the line,
but the rumor is denied. Certain it
is that Louisville People hesitated to
put their money into the line and the
incorporators of the company were
compelled to sustain it with their
own credit. Now that they have ob-
tained the money required and every-
body is convinced pf the value of the
gas field, nobody elite can get in and
there is much cursing and kicking in
consequence. Two other companies
have been organized and it is possi-
ble that by next Winter Louisville
will be supplied With more natural
gas than it can consume. This Will
make prices low to the consumer,
which is a good thing; but all the in-
vestments will be profitable. Some
three or four millions of dollars were
spent in building pipe lines at Pitts-
burg and the expertise was capitalized
at seventeen millions, yet pipe line
stock there is one of the best divi-
dend-paying investments. It is set-
tled that natural gas will be brought
into Louisville by way of Eighteenth
street and already there is a boom in
property in that vicinity. The fuel
Is first to be delivered to the Kelly
axe factory and it Will be introduced
there within the next four or five
weeks. Before that is done it is just
possible that the city will go wild
over the event. Strange to say the
actual introduction of gas has not
been discount.el either in real estate
Ior stock movements, so It will allcome in a lump and with a rush if it
collies at all. Iii the meantime the
pipe line MTh ill ii Ieliver half the
Anna of gas A•I't.r,11 ey to supply
woole city , .,..t iiilitiug in the
...Hied use prebabie because of its
oneapnests and cleanliness, and the
other companies u ill have a boom
through the success of the pioneers in
the field.
C..
The introduction of natural gas
I will be a great bleeping. The amount
the !of coal dust taken into the lungs of
the people of this city is frigelitful.
There is net a smoke consumer in
use in all Louisville and clouds of
dense and villainous coal soot pour
out of innumerable chimneys and
hang over the streets from October
until May. It is the fruitful cause of
catarrh and consumption. One gets
a cold which settles upon the mem-
branes or in the lungs and causes
slight Inflammation. In a pure at-
mosphere the inflammation would
soon disappear, but the dust and dirt
settling upon it keep up an irritation
that soon results in chronic catarrh
or consumption. The former is not
necessarily dangerous but it is ex-
cessively annoying to the victim and
those about him. Tide in turn gives
opportunity to the vender of patent
catarrh reniedies and the market is
flooded with thein. One druggist
told me last week that he meld make
a living selling catarrh remedies in
Louisville. Just at this time, in dry
weather or after au open w'uter, the
average pedestrian is almost com-
pelled to dig his way along the streets
as the famous Abbe Feria dug his!
way through the foundation of the
Chateau de 'If in order that Monte
Cristo might lead a picturesque ex-
istence in French society. The dust
Is simply dense, and it is impregnated
with coal-soot, forming • cotnbina-
tion that stands in the streets like a
roof-deep snow in a New England
village. I was called Into a neigh-
bor's the other evening in great haste
to help dig him out on his return
from a day's canvassing on the
street. He had walked fast, per-
spired freely and the (lust had settled.
We got hint out just in time. rive
minutes tom and wnuiti liaVe
allpocated.
Bring on yew netiteal gee,
ti'lwgruat fire which destroyed the
big store of Iiieinhares at Hi:tomcats
last week was the most destructive
Louisville has haul for years, and the
handsomest estebilehment of the
iiind ip tile state went tie ie smoke in
an hour, scarcely a trace being left
beyond the trout walls. The arm
was well insured, however, and with
the enterprise that has always char-
acterised it, will rebuild at once upon
a larger and finer scale. These two
young men, who came to Louisville
ten years ago with $.500 each, and
who have since made a fortune,
might suggest successes to others.
Three years ago they leased some
Market street property for tett years
and at once erected the Anted litOre in
the city. They expected to make
their fortunes in ten years since, un-
der thelease, all the improvements
went to the owners of the ground at
the end of the term. Appreciating
the fact.that the improvements they
contemplated would greatly et111411(be
the yalqe qf property ctu Me bionic by
making It popular, they succeeded in
leasing nearly every store on the
block. Then, when their new house
and its brilliant appointments had
made the square one of the most im-
portant and valuable retail localities
In the city they raised the rents along
the block and have since enjoyed a
splendid revenue as a reward for their
eoterprise and eh eti wdness. They
did not invest their money for the
benefit of others, but, with far-seeing
providence, made every dollar invest-
ed bring returns to thentsel% lee The
two members of the firm are popular
and respected and their loss elicits
general sympathy. They are now
building a temporary stern with men
working all day and it night, by the
aid of electric light'', to complete it
within three weeks. In the mean-
time the burnt 4100k will be replaced
by the finest and biggest block of
stores in Louisville. If the fire had
burned a little more it would have
been a blessing to the city. There
are a number of rattletrap structures
in the vicinity that never would be
missed-that never would be missed.
Itit.4nou.
A Pleasing Sense.
Of health and strength renewed, and
of ease and comfort, follows the use
of Syrup of Figs, as it acts in har-
mony with nature to effectually
cleanse the system when costive or
bilious. For sale in 50 cent and $1.00
bottles by all leading druggists.
Entitled to a Kest.
LOVISVII11,14, Ky., March 13.-The
father of thirty-slit oltildreu is the
distinction achieved by Alfred Evans,
colored, who lives-near New Albany.
He is 04 years old and was born near
Washington Post-office, N. C. He
served through the war as body ser-
vant of Capt. Blunt. He has had
four wives. By three he had twenty-
seven children, thirteen girls and
fourteen boys. Twenty years ago Ile
married the fourth wife, who is still
living. She presented him with nine
more children.
Hew Heelers etremier Death.
Doctor Walter K. Hammond says:
'After a long experience I have come
to the conclusion that two-thirds of all
deaths from coughs, pneumonia and
eonsutnption, might be avoided if Dr
Acker's English Remedy for Con-
sumption were only carefully used in
time." This wonderful Remedy is
sold under a positive guarantee by H.
B. Cramer.
will Not Realign.
WASH immoN, March Pi-Justice
Matthews denies that he contem-
plates resigning his position on the
supreme court bench at the end of
the May term. Ile expressed the
hope that he will be able to resume
his duties in court at the end 'if the
October term.
Knowing that a cough can be
_checked in a day, atel the first stages
of consumption broken in a week, we
hereby guarantee Dr. Acker's Eng-
lish Remedy for Consumption, -and-
will refund the money to all who buy,'
take it as per directions, and do not
find our statement correct.
Lumber Yard Darned.
LorisviLee, Ky., March 17.-At
High Bridge, Ky., Friday night the
High Bridge Lumber Co.'s saw-mill
and stock of lumber was burned.
I.osm, Ch1,000.
Terrible.
Two-thirds of all deaths in New
York City are from consumption or
pneumonia. The same proportion
holds for most other cities. Delays
are dangerous. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for Consumption will always
relieve, and may save your life. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
+a a
Killed by a Troth].
LOUISVILLE, Kr., Mar. 17.-Near
Winchester, Ky., yesterday, Mrs. I).
Curtis was run over by a Chesapeake
3: Ohio passenger train and instantly
killed.
A new afternoon daily is soon to be
started at Decatur, Ala., with H. M.
Caldwell, formerly with the NEW
ERA, as business manager. Mr.
Caldwell is one of the most enterpris-
ing of nien and the NEW ERA wishes
him much success in his new field,
IS SHE INSANE?
A Humor to That Efftsct About Mary '
1r.dern.111.
1 .1 : 1. D1.1.1111 %, ''tql 17.-i elt
toe uctreas, Is it purteu min to-itiglit
to be somewhat worse. All her on-
gagententa for the reason have been:
canceled and her English company of
fifty-six people disbanded. A rumor
to the effect that Mime Anderson lain-
sane gained circulation to
-day. Dr.
S. Weir Mitchell, under whose care
the lady has been since her arrival
here, when requested to
-night to af-
firm or deny this rumor, positively
refused to may anything about his pa-
tient's condition. Mr. Joseph An-
derson, her brother, pronounced the
story absurd, and said: "Miss An-
derson's condition is improved, and
inipairment to her health is feared."
It is known that Dr. Mitehell has
ordered that his patient 'molt remain
where she is for two mouths. At the
end of that time, he says, unless
some set back occurs, she will be able
to go to Europe, there to recuperate.
Orders have been given by the doc-
tors to exclude all persons from Miss
Anderson's room with the exception
of her maids and the professional
nurse in attendance upon her.
A Monad Legal ()philtre.
E. Bainbridge M 'Imlay Esq., Conn-
ty Atty., Clay county, Texas, says:
"Have used Electric Bitters with
most happy results. My brother also
was very low with Malarial Fever
and Jaundice, but was cured by time-
ly use of this medicine. Am satisfied
Electric Bitters saved his life."
Mr. D. I. 'W I icoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a little testimony, saying:
He positively believes he would have
died, had it not been for Electric
Bitters.
This great remedy will ward off; as
well as cure all Malarial diseases, an
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach
disorders stands unequaled. Price
50 cents and $1 at Harry B. Garner's
City Pharmacy.
it Miner F.nionthed for Several Days,
Vet Escaper Alive.
Si4AMt)liaS114.1., March 18-After
suqirjng untold tortures since Wed-
uesiiiay morning, Peter Nearehelskie,
the last of the miners who were en-
tombed in the filac.k fAiamond ('ol-
liery was rescued it 2 o'clock this
efternoon. He is now tying in a
precarious condition et his home in
this city, Ilia escape from death is
one of the most remarkable in the
annals of mining history. Whoa the
gangway elttand in, he with the rest
ufh is comrades made a rush to escepe.
-Neareheiskle was struck by u piece
of falling coal, and his companions
saw him fall into the hole, which
buried him up to his neck. When
about to climb out the entire roof
overhead began to crack, making a
noise like a hundred cannons and,
paralyzed with fear, he was muddy to
rise as the man of rock began falling,
wedging the enIqr$tinate mau Into
the niche. Suddenly a monstrous
fall took place, and a large piece hol-
lowed out in the middle covered him
up.
The New Disetivery.
You have heard your Meech' and
neighbors talking allout it. You may
Yourself he one of the many who
lutow from perional experience just
how good a thing is. If you have
ever tried it you are one of its staunch
Mende, because the wonderful thing
about it is, that when once given a
trial, Dr. King's New Discovery ever
after holds a place in the house. If
you have never used it and should he
afflicted with a cough, cold, or any
throat, lung or chest trooltle, stature
a bottle at once and give it a fair trial.
It is guaranteed every time, or money
rertilicied, Trial bottles free at H. B.
Gerner's City Pharmacy.
The Hopkinsville NEW ERA does
not coincide in the views of Picador,
its Louisville correspondent, in the
matter of Bluegrass domination in
official position. The Standard Iii 1104
a stickler for aectitut, but it is em-
phatically in fawity of a now set of
officials et Frankfort. It would be
better for the Democratic party to do
the cleansing, or the Repohlicans
dwuiellabtaskteamtltranijo.b °Moir haals.-Pa-
What the New EitA objected to
was the visitation of the sins of one
man upon the other. Gov. Buckner,
whom we all admire for his rugged
honesty as well as executive ability,
appointed Mr. Sharp to the vacancy
in the treasurer's office because he
deemed him fitted for the position,
During his %hurt term, no complaint
has been matte of his administration.
He now seeks nomination at the
hands of the people, and knowing no
man better fitted or more capa-
ble, deidring the position, the NEW
ERA really has no objection to the
gratification of his ambition. The
office is one of- great responsibility
and little emolument, and few capable
men desire it, certainly no western
man. As to Bluegrass domination
the New ERA is as tired of it as any
of its contemporaries, but it is not so
extrenie in its views that it would be
willing to accept an outsider simply
because he is one. He must have
qualities equal to and necessary for
the fulfillment of his duties if we sup-
port li
SCROFULA
Is that impurity ef the blood which produces
unsigAly lumps or tvretungs in the neck;
which causes running sores on the arms,
legs, or feet; which develops ulcers in the
eyes, ears, or nose, often causing blindness or
deafness; Which Is the origin of pimples, can-
cerous growths. or 'humors;" which, fasten-
ing upon the lungs, causes convumption and
death. It is the most ancient (4 all diseases,
and very few persons are entirely tree from It.
By taking Hood's Sarsaparilla, which, by
the remaikablo cures it has accomphshed,
has proven itself to be a potent and peculiar
medicine fir this disease. If you suffer from
scrofula, try Hood's Sarsaparilla.
'Every spring my wife and children have
been troubled with scrofula, my little boy,
three years old, being a ten tile sufferer.
Last spring lie was one mass cf sores from
he:.d to feet. We all took Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and all have been cured of the scrofula. Iity
httle boy Is entirely free from sores, and all
four of my children look bright and healthy."
W. L. ATHERTON, Passaic City, N. J.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for 65. Preparation!,
by C.1. 11001) ds CO.. Apothecaries, Lo.ell, Mess.
100 Doses One Dollar
17 PA
\...11 1-j11%bur 8: i ROIL
A Most Effective Combination. 1
This well known Tonle 'Lod Nervine is gaining!peat reputation as a cuts for Debility, Dyspep-
sia, and NERVOUS disorders. It relieves alllanguid and debilitate(' (mentions of the sys-
tem : st meet hens the intellect, •nd bodily functions;bald. up 44 orri out Nerves t aided igest Ion , re.
IC rel. ImpallYd Or left ViealitT, and brings backyouthful strength and glow. It I. pleasant to tbe
ta4t4.. and used refill sely breath the System &game
We depressing influence of Malaria.
Arrive-21.00 per Bottle of 24 caulealk
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A - i,. c 5 :t.‘...:....1".I.:::.....1,:arinftul er
- .1i• .i..4 -.., Il I. ..' ' . t 11141. IR Ilrt,t,
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,43 00
_
PER DAY.
IKHART.cARIBilAGIEHARIblISS MANUFACTURING CO.
Mine=r14:cr hill Metal lanaisA....reira. ham 4bala VWMr • aresite the reasseass. Wadi* ae7w
with prarikVanomfame 55/cr.bmiriog.
We pay f, direr rill weer li sat
ettletattett. angst everything
LT-. sr- "ii..... --a- ::". :e-
rr &L it:. Vird;nigivo no credit. eadialiZr'r
ONE PRICE. ONLY.
P attic. m re-ldree elem. ewe ,
:1••••• 41, 4.1 4.0 S
or; 94 • :IV, Pr; 7. r.:
6 bri.• . • fk.no fa
r /AL:. r$140
•• etas . •
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AR itIESS
THE SPRING MEDICINE YOU WANT
Paine's, ,Celery Compound
Purifies the Blood,
,Strengthens the Nerves,
Stimulates the Liver,
Regulates the Kidneys and Bowels,
Gives Life and Vigor to every organ.
There's nothing like it.
"Last spring, being very much run down and
debilitated, I procured wane of Paine's celery
Compound. The use Of two bottles made me
feel -Mc a new man. Ass general tonic and
spring wedkine, I do not know Its equal."
W. L GRICRWLIA
Brigadier General V. N. G., iturungton, Vt.
Rim). sta for Wet At Druggists.
DIAMOND DYES
Use It Now!
wring med your eame's ovary oompomm
utis 'piss, I can Natal, reemosead It as Ike
roost powerful sal at the maw aasa
gentle regulator. It is a spOsidid serve same,
and Waco takingtt I have ilk sae a sew Rat'
R. Z. Kama Watertown, Dakote,
Waua, Ritavanai I CO. Props Burlington. Ti.
ieliARLIOPclimAMP-
FAA_DE Eey l'ISnHTE-1,WH ORNtLYDS
PLIVIACBETH&LO. PITTSBURGH,PA.
•Iri&Oar ifierremet arcs') Ne-i Oak 4a 11- et 111.eisste. 2 M 4•A 11./si
LIR bt theme. see Is eon. Obi .
irira464 DAV! Moo l5,o0e5oo pre..
kd4r.4. 87PAATT,
ELKHART, INDIANA. 4-4,_*.A*741Witly:avo
We will sell during the next 30 days /0,000
rolls of
At 6% and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers, These goods are full
engt, .
8 Yards to a Roll.
Patterns of 1888 and 1889 Samples free on
application.
1VI4e,dlice1zka1 1=01.3Li-pcsiesqe,sp.
Any one who lemma pure Whisky for private or medicinal use eau art it from GEMATTINGLY & CO , Owensboro, Ky., at prices ranging from $I 5u to III GO per gal lo n 0
-a sent to this firm will receive prompt and careful attention. d eo
T. It. If sweocx. C. R. Ilat.t.rws. J. T. EDWARDS. ass
PROPRIETORS.-
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT
RHACNOCK,Salesman. W. J. ELY Book-Keeper.
ASHER
we will searastee tneuLeTrun NUNEZ to do Warred'
and do it seder aad Ira leas time thee an, other ameba. tethe 
work, lltarrantsd flea years. and It it MD4 s-sin she
clothe* clean witboat rabblag, weed: Terauti tla
ACENTS wArrrzw.-70.--""pm,Ow sleets Sr. maklrg trove $76 N uSe Mr month- re"aerlask- IWO to Ilfee during lb. winter. ladies have tree, success
aei one this Washer. Retail orig., eior Si. Ssitits,* those
dewing as &ferry Br Also the Celebrated ItTETORa
WRIMitRa at issaafactarene iewesi prices. W. it'll.; tesStrictest iaua.tlpstioa. Bend year address cc a portal card bre
'uthie ett
LO LL WASHER CO., Erie, Pa.
H H. ABERNATHY ER. C LONG
7s... 22°. OH North side ot Niutb sv.-., 
-quae-rete I soiot
A) tobacco consigned to 115 wii moist e our personal itreption.
eireeeee Hies ..'m'g. Stables and quart• rafoe teems a r, 01 tram•tera.
JMIA7M1_,JMIt!
Large k. Well Assorted. Prices Low. Work a Specialty.
NAT OA ITHER, Manager. J K liANT,Salissuiss
